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For the Country's Good

wish and desire to cooperate with
ra Republican Congress for the
good of the country. That action
gratified-and surprised-us. After Mr. Truman's open support of
the corrupt and discredited Pendergast machine, where politics is
played with a "public-be-hanged"
attitude, we had wondered to
what extent considerations of a
purely political nature would delay and hamstring legislation of
a nature vital to the country's
good.
Of course, the test is yet to
come as the Congress now plans
to convene, aJ.?.d it shall be seen
in what manner both Congress
and the White House are able to
forget politics and concentrate on
the common weal of the U.S.A.
and John Q. Public, whose servants both are. A great responsi-

elections last November
produced the rather difficult
situation in which the legislative
branch of our government is Republican, while the executive
branch is Democratic. It has
placed particularly the President
in a dilemma and increased the
problems of an already troubled
administration. Most have interpreted it as an open and stinging
rebuke of administration policies.
President Truman will have a
hard row to hoe. He knows that.
But he has given no indication of
hesitation. The suggestion that
he resign after appointing a Republican Secretary of State received no encouragement at all
from the '1\Thite House.
Instead the President has issued a statement expressing his
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bility and opportunity confronts
the Republicans and the Democrats. There will be disagreements without doubt as to which
course in a given case will be
most beneficial. But the time for
slavish loyalty to party lines is
long past, and a loyalty rather to
the country as a whole will now
meet its severest trial. Neither the
Republicans nor the Democrats
have a monopoly on constructive
legislation or the honest administration of the law. The common
citizen does not deplore this situation. He welcomes it. Perhaps
now everybody can get down to
business and remember Uncle
Sam for a change. And his nephews will receive their due. Let's
hope so.

Beauty, Brains and Brawn
significant and enlightenll ing to reflect upon the extent
to which the "three B's" -Beauty,
Brains and Brawn-have captured
the devotion of the' American
people, to measure their stature
in the American pantheon. During the past year they have moved
well to the top.
Every beauty parlor, cosmetic
counter, and fashion center has
become a shrine to the Body
Beautiful. Chanel No. 5 is representative of the incense offered
there, and the time and money
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which this cult commands can be
measured by the vast amount of
advertising space and publicity
designed to capture, increase and
perpetuate it.
A high premium has been
placed upon Brains, too, in our
world. On the shallow side, we
have those to whom Brains means
no more than the ability to make
a snappy come-back, to have a
ready retort on the tip of one's
tongue, or to boast the mental
agility needed for witty repartee.
Success is measured by the knack
of convulsing the party with
laughter of the bright and brittle
kind. Then there are the more
profound, to whom Brains is
represented wearing the doctor's
gown or the laboratory smock.
Science and education are the
panacea which will build our
Utopia. "With man nothing shall
be impossible" is their creed.
Now Brains, while not unappreciative of BeautY., regards
Brawn as rather on the vulgar
side. But Brawn is not without its
champions. Brawn often draws
more money than Brains, but
finds Beauty a close competitor.
Football, baseball, boxing, basketball, hockey, wrestling, all play to
a full house, not to mention the
horses, the midget cars and even
the lowly walkathons. The number of those who eat, drink, and
sleep their favorite sport is legion.
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These three-Beauty, Brains
and Brawn-are among the topmost deities of Americans. They
all have their place in life. We
need them all if we are to prosper. But none of them are worthy
of the worship and the sacrifice
they receive. They dare not become God. What do you make
of it?

A Look at the Law

,

just the other day and in
quite an incidental fashion
that the difference between the
two legal systems in operation
among Occidental nations was
set forth. The legal system used
on the Continent follows the Roman law, which emphasizes "law
by statute." The United States
and England follow English law,
which is a "law by precedent."
Without going into detail, for
we are not even novices at jurisprudence, and without any technical advice, we pose the question: Which system would more
perfectly agree with a Christian
philosophy of life and of law?
Certainly, law in the Christian
religion is by statute, and not by
precedent. The Christian ethic as
summarized in the Decalog is not
the product of religious development. It is not based upon precedents in the past, but upon an
unchanging statute or precept of
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God Himself. While applications
of the Ten Commandments rna y
vary, God's Law remains the same
throughout all generations. If by
the "law by precedent" is meant
that the people make the laws
themselves from time to time as
the need arises, that is all good
and well, with this one reservation: Behind all law by precedent
there stand the unchanging statutes of God, with which all human law must agree. Where pre·
cedents conflict with this law,
they must surrender their authority, for nothing dare go beyond
God's Law, regardless of ho'\\
deep-rooted or how long-lived
custom and practice may be.
It seems to us that there is here
a vital field ripe for exploration
and research by Christian lawyers
and jurists. Could it be that in
this basic principle of American
law-a law by precedent-we have
the reason why Christians find it
increasingly difficult to obey the
laws?

"Unworthy to Live"
less than a year ago that
Dr. Gustav Schuebbe revealed
that the Nazi annihilation institute at Kiev had killed in nine
months at least 11o,ooo persons
unworthy of life according to
Nazi ideology. Of these Dr.
Schuebbe admitted slaying some
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21,ooo himself. Among those destined to die were epileptics and
schizophrenics--people for whom
medicine could offer no hope of
cure-as well as Jews, members of
foreign races, and gypsies. These
acts were rightly regarded as
atrocities and rightly condemned
as inhuman and reprehensible.
Then a few months later the
Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in America created · a
considerable sensation by endorsing euthanasia,' or mercy-killing,
in cases where great suffering was
involved and where diseases were
considered incurable. May we ask
whether perhaps epileptics and
schizophrenics would not be
among those here classed by the
F'ederal Council of Churches of
Christ in America as unworthy of
life?
The Federal Council undoubtedly added its voice to the chorus
condemning the Nazi annihilation camps and the whole Nazi
philosophy of a super-race which
ruthlessly condemned the insane,
aged, and incurable to death. But
they have followed the same
course, except that they have
granted an incurable sufferer the
right to choose the date of his
own demise, with a doctor to
share the responsibility of his suicide or murder.
Basically the principle is the
same. In both cases men have

taken from God His right to decide which men should live ancl
which should die and when. They
have both, Nazis and Federal
Council alike, said to God, "We
have decided that these are unworthy of life." The Nazis used a
little persuasion. The Federal
Council would make it a voluntary affair, or at least use a little
more finesse. But in either case
they have taken from God the
power to give life and to take it
again. That is a divine prerogative. We would do well not to
meddle with it, the Federal Council of Churches of Christ's dispensation and approval notwithstanding.

American Music
HE Ford Festival of Ameri-

T can :Music, A.B.C.'s Music for

Americans, and other radio programs featuring music having its
roots . in the soil of the New
V\Torld, are making. a distinct contribution to the cultural life of
our country.
'1\Tithout pretending to speak
as an authority or wishing to encroach upon the domain of THE
CRESSET's own music commentator, we wish to record a few impressions of our own reception of
American music.
In music, more perhaps than in
any other of the arts, we have a

r
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vivid and accurate reflection of
the history of our nation, for
American music is robust, youthful, progressive. It expresses well
the activity, the wide horizons,
the boundless hope and opportunity of our country. Its folk
songs as well as more serious
musical efforts have developed a
style and vigor peculiarly American.
But even the best of it seems
adolescent. It is bobby-sox stuff.
Even its tragic moods are but the
temporary despair of puppy-love.
It lacks depth.
Were we to seek the reason for
this impression, we would say
that our country in its national
history has not suffered enough.
Just as personal suffering and privation, loss and disappointment
mature an individual and temper
the steel of character, so national
tribulation, such as has swept the
Old World time and again, matures the artistic nature of a nation. This is evident, for example, in the music of Tschaikowsky, who, while often not regarded as very profound, yet was
able to stir the depths of human
feeling with some of his music.
Sibelius and Rachmaninoff offer
more modern examples. Shostakovich, had he employed a more
intelligible musical idiom, could
well have brought us up to date.
Are we to envy the Old World
this depth of musical expression,

5

wrought of such suffering and sorrow? Yes and no. We are profoundly grateful that so far the
devastation and horror of wars,
revolutions and national upheaval
have seldom touched our shores.
And if that were needed to mature our culture, we could well
get along without it. But it is not
suffering and sorrow alone that
produce the results, but their effect upon the individual talent of
the artist. And that we could
have, were those to whom the gift
of expression is given also to have
hearts and eyes and ears for the
world's woes. Perhaps it is there
that the lack lies.
r\t least, a little reflection upon
American music, on all contemporary music, provides much food
for thought.

Rural Education
education still plays a
great part in American life.
The 1940 census revealed that 43
per cent of our people live in
rural areas, i. e., on farms and
in towns under 2,500 population.
More than half of the children of
school age, between five and seventeen, live in rural communitiesnearly 30,ooo,ooo. Of the children
enrolled in school more than 46
per cent are in rural schools. More
than half of the elementary and
secondary school teachers work in
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rural schools, and 86 per cent of
the nation's school buildings are
in rural school systems.
Some striking differences between rural and urban education
are worthy of note. On the basis
of the average lepgth of the
school term (167 days for rural
and 181 days for urban schools),
the average high school graduate
in rural communities has had one
school year less of schooling in
his twelve years than the average
urban graduate. While $131.83 is
spent annually per pupil in urban schools, only $84.41 is the
average amount in rural schools.
More significant is the difference
in teacher qualification. Of the
10o,ooo emergency teacher certificates issued in 1945-46, at least
75,000 were issued to teachers in
rural schools.
Large school plants located 1n
metropolitan areas are not in
themselves more favorable environments for the education of
youth. On the contrary, the small
school, both on the elementary
and secondary levels, has admittedly its advantages. Even the
one-room school has its decided
merits today, to which Life recently gave eloquent testimony (see
Life, October 28, 1946, pp. 9194) . The teacher after all makes
the school. Nevertheless, scanty
equipment, a shorter school term,
and many inferior teachers lead
to the inescapable conclusion that

millions of rural children are seriously handicapped in the educational opportunities available to
them.

How America Spends Her
Income
of the manner in
which we Americans spend
our income has been made by the
Golden Rule Foundation. Upon
this the Rev. Carey M. Young, recently a chaplain in the United
States army and now assistant to
the president of the Golden Rule
Foundation, has offered some interesting comments.
In 1945 our national income
was $16o,ooo,ooo,ooo-twice as
large as in 1928. It is estimated
that in 1946 it will exceed $2oo,ooo,ooo,ooo. The recent war has
raised our national debt to $300,ooo,ooo,ooo, which has increased
our taxes to $4o,ooo,ooo,ooo a
year. These enormous taxes have
not checked us in our spending
spree. On the contrary, we have
increased our expenditures for
luxuries as the following figures
show: $2,7oo,ooo,ooo was spent
for cigarettes and tobacco; $5,50o,ooo,ooo for theaters and
movies; and $7,ooo,ooo,ooo for
liquor. Although we have put
$4o,ooo,ooo,ooo into our savings
accounts, we have given merely
$1,6oo,ooo,ooo to philanthropic
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institutions, such as churches and
charities.
The Rev. Mr. Young points to
two facts which stand out in the
present situation: our living costs
are high, and money is today in
the hands of people who have not
been educated to contribute to
philanthropic causes. He comes
to the conclusion that special emphasis on stewardship is an essential requisite for the American
people.
The observations and resulting
conclusion are indeed worthy of
serious consideration. They show
the increasing trend of greed and
selfishness which characterizes
our social philosophy. We hear
and speak much about the opportunity the churches have to check
this trend. But does the individual Christian recognize his personal responsibility in the collective effort of the Church? Does he
by his own example let his light
shine before men? These are questions of vital import to every one
of us.
God in His mercy has signally blessed the American people.
They enjoy the highest standard
of living among the peoples of
the world today. When, however,
only a paltry one per cent of their
income finds its way into the
channels which endeavor to supply their own and their fellow
men's spiritual needs and attempt

I
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to ease the plight of the unfortunates among them, then a situation obtains which instead of dispelling the clouds of gloom rather becomes an omen which increases the apprehension for our
future.

Commercial Gibberish
lf s THE propaganda that has now
ll been carried on for some time
against certain types of radio commercials getting results? It seems
not-at least not to any noticeable
degree. There are still too many
programs introduced and interrupted by commercials that are in
bad taste, silly, and nonsensical.
The radio listening public has
been extremely patient. How
long can the pent-up disgust with
much of the commercial gibberish
be kept from breaking out into
violent reaction? It would seem
that some sponsors are doing their
utmost to test the patience of the
public.
A recent survey sponsored by
the National Association of Broadcasters, and published in the book,
Th e People Look at Radio,
brought some interesting facts to
light. Liquor and beer advertising,
for instance, irks many people.
Then a goodly percentage of listeners resent the talk of liver, kidney, and headache remedies. Thirty-five per cent declared that they

8
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would prefer radio without advertising.
It seems to us that such surveys
will do little to improve the situation unless the listeners themselves
write in to the sponsors whose
commercials are objectionable.
We can imagine no quicker remedy than a deluge of that sort of
fan mail. At the same time those
sponsors should be complimented
who keep their commercials on a
plane of decency and common intelligence.

Danger Ahead

C

in its issue of Nov. 23,
1946, carried a startling ar-

OLLIER's,

ticle, entitled, "V.D. for Sale."
Startling not because the spread of
venereal disease through prostitution is new in the world, but because organized vice is spreading
rapidly, since wartime control
ceased. In this article, the authors
described conditions in such cities
as Wheeling, W. Va., Pittsburgh,
Pa., Canton and Steubenville,
Ohio. Wheeling is "the core of a
loosely organized prostitution circuit which fans out from West
Virginia into the four states of
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
and New York." A survey of 1,100
cities shows that "the number of
communities in which organized
vice has obtained a foothold has
quadtupled since the war." "A

member of the syndicate which
handles girls in the Pittsburgh
area said that the time was ripe
for a real big shot to muscle into
the business and organize prostitution from the Mississippi to the
Atlantic." The article further
shows that in most cities the authorities are making no serious
effort to curb the spread of prostitution; that medical inspection,
due to no fault of the doctors, is
only superficial; and that the
country faces an epidemic of venereal disease unless drastic steps
are taken to prevent it.
It seems to us that this situation
calls for a number of preventive
acts that require the cooperation
of all citizens. It goes without saying that there must be an aroused
public opinion in every community that will force the authorities
to abolish all racketeering and to
break the back of the vice rings
that profit from this evil. Likewise, the local authorities must be
urged to appropriate the necessary
funds so that medical inspection
will be adequate and not merely
a gesture. But more efforts than
these are imperative, if we are to
get at the root of the evil.
One important item is education in our public schools, both
elementary and high schools. Not
only an education that is aimed at
frightening the individual by
painting the disease in horrible
colors, but rather a training in
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morality. In addition, a sustained
effort must be made to reach the
home and the parents for cooperation. This whole business is
symptomatic of a widespread
breakdown of proper home training. If all our homes everywher~
were fulfilling their obligations
the many girls who give themselves to a life of prostitution
would not be available, nor the
boys and men without whom the
practice would cease.
Most of all the wide spread of
this evil shows that the churches
are not wielding the influence they
should. Without religion there can
be no real cure of this age-old evil.
Too many churches, in their work,
do not reach down into this level
of our society. The few that do
are not able to cope with the problem and often the methods employed by them are too emotional
and too superficial. All our
churches, if they will be true to
Him who was the "Friend of publicans and sinners," may well give
this matter the serious consideration it deserves.

A Parable
to pass in the year
A 194it7, came
that year being the third
ND

y~ar

of the reign of Harry the
Harried, that the people were
greatly afraid and the sighing of
the people was very great. For

~-~----- -~- ---
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see, said they, we have no one to
lead us and we have forgotten
how to order our own ways. And
the people looked up and down
the land for a Leader who would
speak soothingly to them and direct their feet into pleasant paths.
And one of the people said, Let
us seek diligently in Washington
for a Leader whose mind can
think for all of us and whose lips
can speak for all of us. And the
people sought in Washington but
their search was fruitless because
a fair widow, the mother of Patronage and Preferment, had preceded them to Washington and all
of the men of the city were wholly involved in practicing for a
great race which was to be run the
next year and the winner of which
would be honored with the hand
of the fair widow and the guardianship of her children.
Then one of the people said,
Let us comb the universities and
the colleges of the land, for we
seek a Leader who will direct us
to a new golden age and one of
our poets has said, When eras die,
their legacies are left to strange
police. Professors in New England
guard the glory that was Greece.
So the people came and pitched
steelcraft tabernacles on the college campuses and crowded the
classrooms searching for a Leader.
But the people were unable to
understand the speech of those
who spake for they spake an ob-
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scure language and illustrated
their words with many strange
pictures and when the people
asked what the speakers were saying they were told that the Ianguage was a sacred one which no
one might understand save he
who had been instructed therein
and whose forehead had been
branded with a Ph.D. in the colors
o£ his university.
And another one spake, Many
years ago in my town there was a
poor man who was a preacher and
gave much comfort to our people;
perhaps the preachers can lead us.
So the people sought a great
church above which there was an
inscription which said, "Come
unto me all ye that labor and are
heavy laden and I will give you
rest," and the people entered in
but certain of the people could
not go in because they were dark
of skin and others were made to
leave because they did not have
certain credentials. And their
brethren who had gone in envied
those who had remained outside
because the church was very dark
inside and the air was heavy with
perfume and the preacher was
talking about something which he
called the fundamental goodness
of man and warped a great many
facts in his efforts to maintain his
thesis.
Then one of the people, a mild
little man whose wife was a shrew-

+

ish woman and whose scavenger
business was failing badly because
of the competition of two larger
firms, spake and said, "Let us go
to the city of Moscow to the
prophets of a new religion which
requires neither thought nor planning but only loyalty and obedience." So the people came to the
city of Moscow and were well received by the prophets of the new
religion. And the people said,
"This is for us." And they lived
happily for many days. But certain among them began to complain because they were growing
weary of obeying and were irked
by the disappearance of some of
their number who had suggested
that there was room for improvement in their new heaven. And
after a while the people rose up
against the prophets and threw
them into a lake which the fathers
had named Lake Oneida and
which the prophets had renamed
Lake Friedrich Engels after one
of their gods.
And once again the people set
out to search for a Leader and
still they seek. And their feet are
tired and their eyes are heavy
and they look wearily down to the
earth over which they have
walked so many miles. And they
do not hear a child's voice far in
the rear of the column calling,
"Look up! Look up! I s.e.e Himl
I see Himl"

The

PILGRIM
((All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
BY

AD.

That Reminds Me
lf HAVE just finished the reading
lL of a book on popular errors
and superstitions. What a wealth
of them there is! And with what
grim determination many otherwise intelligent people hold to
notions which have over and over
again been shown to . be contrary
to fact and which had not a shred
of evidence in their favor in the
first place!
There are, of course, also instances in which the average person cannot be blamed for believing in what is essentially absurd.
If he reads the newspapers and
is of a trustful cast of mind he
will become possessed, without
further effort, of a fancy collection of delusions. Newspapers are
inclined by nature to give space
to any item that makes good
reading, the word "good" here
being taken to mean that the
item contains something unusual,
something astonishing, preferably
something that is totally at odds
11
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with ordinary experience. When
a lush item of this kind pops up
from any source whatever, a newspaper is sure to be sorely tempted to print it without checking
too closely on its truthfulness;
it may even be tempted neatly to
em broider the reported details a
little on its own initiative so as
to lend the item still greater verisimilitude. When faced with these
temptations, it is to be feared that
most newspapers do not even put
up a struggle but promptly succumb. As a result their trusting
readers add another piece of misinformation to their previous
stock.
About twenty years ago I had
opportunity to observe a case of
this kind at close range.

The Wonder Girl
preliminary warnthe papers burst forth
with a remarkable story. At the
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state asylum for the blind, forty tures was as good as having been
miles from where I lived, a girl there oneself. What a wonderful
who was totally deaf and blind thing to have these unheard-of
had developed the strange power faculties cropping up in our time
of being able to distinguish colors and even in our neighborhood!
by the sense of smell and of un- It made one feel a little more imderstanding what was said to her portant oneself.
by feeling the vibrations of the
But there are always people
voice of the speaker. The latter who can't leave well enough
gift manifested itself as follows: alone. A psychology professor at
the girl would take hold of one the state university was a man of
end of a broomstick or a curtain that type. He artlessly suggested
rod, while the speaker grasped the that the girl be given scientific
other end, and then (it need hard- tests. The superintendent of the
ly be explained to the intelligent blind asylum consented, and the
reader) the vibrations of the tests were made in the psychologispeaker's voice would travel down cal laboratory. For the color dishis arm, communicate themselves crimination test the little skeins
to the stick, and be felt and inter- of colored wool that serve to depreted by the girI.
tect color blindness were used. A
The enthusiasm with which the variety of them was given to the
papers greeted this marvel and girl. She held them to her nose,
the unselfishness with which they one by one, gave a delicate little
shared it with their readers can sniff or two, and identified them
readily be imagined. Reporters correct! y. The psychology professpared neither gas nor tires in sor, however, was a man of deep
their eagerness to see for them- guile. He had arranged it so that
selves and to glean further details the light in the laboratory could
for the dear public. Yes, it was all be gradually dimmed. As he consol Awed minions of the press had tinued to hand over more skeins;
been privileged in their own per- the room became dimmer and
sons to hold the sending end of dimmer, the girl grew uncertain
the broomstick and to present col- of the colors, began to make misored pieces of cloth to the gifted takes, and finally no amount of
nostrils of the girl. Photographs · sniffing enabled her to identify
showed them, in reverent poses, any more.
Then the hearing tests began.
making the tests. What more evidence could anyone want? Photo- The end of a stick was put into
graphs don't lie any more than the girl's hand, while the other
cash registers. Looking at the pic- ericl was passed through a hole in

I
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a screen. The speaker, the profes- employed in the tests. If he had
sor, stood behind the screen. Sure known that he was not dealing
enough, when he had hold of the with a gentleman, he would not
stick and spoke, the girl could re- have consented to any such procepeat his words. But, surprisingly, dure. The reporters had been so
when he spoke at the same vol- different: they had been paragons
mne of voice and someone else of good breeding and free from
held the stick, she could also re- any traces of pernicious skeptipeat the words. Stranger still, she cism. The whole thing looked like
could do as well when the profes- a put-up job to rob his institution
sor spoke and nobody held the of the credit and the favorable
·notice which had accrued to it bestick.
cause it harbored this wonder-girl
who, in the maugre of all envious
detractors, would go on smelling
Denouement of the Wonder-Girl colors and hearing with her finger
s A result of these tests the psy- tips.
But the good man was not to
chology professor expressed it
as his conviction that the girl had, keep his prize exhibit for long. It
indeed, poor eyesight and hearing was within a year, if my memory
but that she had enough vision to serves me, thll.t the papers were
distinguish colors in good light able to bring a new startling
when they were close to her eyes announcement. The strange girl
and enough hearing to under- who, as their readers no doubt
stand words that were spoken well remembered, had been totalloudly enough. Did the papers ly blind and deaf but had comwelcome this interesting develop- pensated for these defects by the
ment and hasten to acquaint their well-remembered olfactory and
readers with it? They did not. If tactile means-well, this girl, now
they said anything at all about it -wonder of wondersl-could hear
they said it rather drily and in- and see. And how had this amalconspicuously. Why dish up an ing transformation come about?
unpalatable truth which might Listen and marvel. She had taken
tend to rob people of their appe- up with Christian Science and by
tite for pleasant and colorful de- virtue of the teachings of Mary
lusions?
Baker Glover Patterson Eddy had
As for the · superintendent of been fitted out with eyes that see
the blind asylum, he was indig- and ears that hear.
nant at what he regarded as the
This is the end of the tale, and
despicable trickery that had been it remains only to pick up a few

A
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loose threads. How many people
still carry about with them the
firm belief that there was at least
one girl in the hi~tory of the
world who could smell colors and
feel words, nobody knows exactly. Perhaps there are many thousands. That there are many Christian Scientists who are deeply edified by the miraculous cure
achieved by the teachings of Mary
Baker Glover Patterson Eddy in
the case of the wonder-girl and
who quote it to the unenlightened
is. beyond question. As far as the
psychology professor is ·concerned,
the superintendent of the blind
asylum would probably not have ·
been surprised if he had ended up
in jail. But not quite. Years ago
he went, not to jail, but to Yale,
and at this writing he is still
there.

In Higher Regions
those who are engaged
BuTin lest
journalistic endeavors feel
too deeply depressed at being singled out before all the world as
purveyors and abettors of misinformation, let us survey other
quarters.
Everybody understands that
scientists are fanatically devoted
to truth at all costs and have infallible means at hand for arriving at truth. So much has this
conviction become a part of the

popular credo that one can sell
any kind of concoction for any
purpose whatsoever if one labels
the bottle, "Scientists say," etc.
To suggest that some scientists
may and do fall very short of the
ideal is an offense against public
morality. And yet-.
So far as I know, no one has
until now written up the great
Darwinian delusion as fully as it
deserves. This theory gained many
of its most ardent disciples and
apostles in our country. Here it
found a wider circle of adherents
(also among scientists) who accepted it with unquestioning
faith than elsewhere, and here it
lingered longest, long after its
ghost had been laid in Europe.
Oswald Spengler could write before the First World War that future generations will look back
on Darwinism as one of the most
pitiable delusions which ever
gained sway over the human mind
-and his statement went unchallenged. But not till nearly a
decade later was it publicly announced in America that Darwinism was defunct, and even then
it was not a biologist, but a physicist, who made the announcement. The biologists evidently
felt that it would be indelicate
for them to reveal the skeleton
in the family closet. Truth is a
glorious banner to march under,
except if the truth is unpleasant
and has reference to oneself. The
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feeling is human, and biologists
also are and remain human.
But there is another side to the
matter. It is widely held among
scientists that they ought to educate the general public to an appreciation of truth and keep them
informed on as much of scientific
fact as the public can grasp. Has
this been done in the case of the
demise of Darwinism? Not to my
knowledge. As long as Darwinism
was in the ascendant, its proponents were exceedingly vocal
and filled the air with their
claims. But when Darwinism languished and gave up the ghost
because of its inherent defects,
there was no effort, in the name
of Truth, to uproot the false notions that had been so liberally
implanted in the people. Rather,
the annoying turn of events was
hushed up, with the result that
large numbers of people in our
country, including high school
teachers and professors of English, still honestly believe that
Darwinism is the last word in
science. Who is to blame for this
misconception, this clinging to an
outmoded del us ion, should be
clear from the preceding.
That the failure to inform the
people at large of what had happened to Darwinism was not due
to an oversight is shown by the
following up-to-date instance. Dr.
Walter Lowrie, author of a number of books, has just published

.I

a selection from the writings of
Fechner, the great psychologist,
under the title, Religion of a Scientist (c£. p. 50 of this issue). The
work is scholarly and of a type
v,rhich university presses are likely
to publish. However, in his Introduction Dr. Lowrie wrote
plainly about the debacle of Darwinism and the American record
in the matter, as I have set it
forth above. As a result, he tells
us, he tried in vain for two years
to have his book published by a
university press. None would do
it because of the introductory
chapter. It seems that not all
truths are welcome, even in the
best circles.

• • •

At this point I had intended
to tender good service to CRESSE r
readers and editors by trimming
for them any feelings of superiority that might have grown in
them by virtue of reading what
went before. I expected to do this
by exposing certain ridiculous notions to which they are probably
committed. I regret that my good
intentions cannot be put into effect because they would carry me
far beyond the space allotted to
The Pilgrim. Perhaps self-examination by each will make good
the deficiency.

• • •

There will no doubt be some
who will regard the previous discussions as cynical and of a pessi-
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mistic spirit. To dwell on the
ignorance and irrationality of
men appears to them a sad and
unprofitable undertaking. But
why should it be so? Some delusions, indeed, work harm; and
any obscuration of salutary truth
deserves to be deplored or condemned, as the case may be. But,
on the other hand, many of the
delusions under which men labor
are exquisitely amusing. One
holds them up, not to scorn and
contempt, but as contributions to
the comic side of life.
After all, we humans have to

provide almost all of the comedy
that brightens our lighter moments: nature furnishes us very
little in that department. If we
·were not a little foolish ourselves
at times, this would be a mighty
drab world. And if we can acquire the grace of not only watching what others do but of also
looking ourselves over a bit carefully, we may learn not to take
ourselves too seriously, not to be
too bumptious and contentious,
and to become more understanding and tolerant of the frailties
and shortcomings of others.

A sane and sympathetic appraisal ...

A Reporter
Looks at Mississippi
RoBERTA IHDE

generally sees
as a swampland
populated by barefoot sharecroppers, "nigger" lynchers, and politicians sporting red neckties. As
a Yankee who shared the hospitality of the state for the past
year, I am obliged to protest. And
I have not been lulled to forgetfulness by the scent of magnolias.
Much is awry in Mississippi.
After plodding through nearly
a century of Civil War reconstruction unattended by any publicity, Mississippi suddenly finds
herself news. Why? Maybe in the
shuffle of wartime ideologies,
Americans became embarrassed
over fascist-tainted goings-on at
home such as the South's white
Democratic primary. Mississippi,
as the arch-typical Southern state,
is squarely in the middle of the
agitation.
Continuation of the Fair Employment Practices Committee,

A Mississippi

N OUT-OF-STATER

I

set up during the war to insure
employment on the basis of ability rather than the color of the
worker's skin, has touched off
many a filibuster from Southern
senators. Other evidences of
mounting public interest in
Southern customs are the books
and plays such as Strange Fruit
and Deep Are the Roots. These,
unfortunately, stress the South's
least pressing problem-miscegenation.
Poverty seems to be Mississippi's chronic ailment. Lack of
money often means a diet of corn
bread and fatback; frail two-room
shacks that are neither wind- nor
rain-tight; unqualified instructors
in squalid schoolhouses, and libraries that limp along with cast·
off volumes and a handful of rag·
ged classics. Children whose food
is dependent on this year's cotton
crop and whose horizons are lim·
ited by a tumble-down farm on a
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mud road can't be expected to
venture into life seeking the good
and beautiful.
Poverty spawns insecurity, and
insecurity, race hatred. The average Mississippian's attitude toward the Negro is compounded
of so much tradition, pride, and
paternal watchfulness that it is
impossible to single out one as allimportant. Racial friction, after
all, dates back to the Yankee carpet-baggers who descended on the
South after the Civil War and set
bewildered ex-slaves into Mississippi's highest offices. Today Jim
Crowism remains a strange etiquette of drinking from the right
water fountain and sitting on the
right park bench. "Keeping the
nigger in his place" remains the
rule of Dixie, but not even Senator Claghorn has specified where
that place might be.
Heartening efforts are being
made by a sprinkling of native
Mississippians who go their lonely
ways trying to raise the socio-economic standard of the state. In
this rank fall clergymen, doctors,
welfare and health workers, newspaper editors, teachers and librarians, most of whom labor unsung
and underpaid.

Education
plight of the country
T schoolthe teacher.
Her college
AKE

ideas about introducing her students to Shakespeare sometimes

boil down to gross disciplinary
problems. The school year is disordered by the planting and harvest seasons and her students' first
duty is to the crop. Salaries are often on a level with that of the local soda jerker. Any contact with
the world of art and letters must
come through the · mailbox or radio-if the listener can tune out
the lovesick cowboy ballads that
constitute the chief entertainment
offered by most Southern stations.
All this has driven so many teachers into other fields that Mississippi professions abound with former
teachers.
Other professional fields are affected by the same migration of
workers to other parts of the
country. The little band of patriots who remain is trying to
staunch the flow of the ablest
graduates of the state schoolsparticularly Mississippi State College and the University of Mississippi-to northern cities where
fancy salaries and neon-lighted
amusements beckon.
Hodding Carter, Jr., editor of
the Delta Democrat- Times, of
Greenville, is one of the few
Mississippians to win applause
throughout the nation for work
done in his home state. In May,
1 946, he was awarded the 1945
Pulitzer Prize for distinguished
editorial writing. His winning editorial pleaded for tolerance for
returning Nisei soldiers.
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Soft-spoken George McLean,
editor-publisher of the Tupelo
Daily ] ournal} is gradually becoming known as another crusader for the New South. He contends
the way to salvage the world is to
begin in your own backyard. Since
his return from the Navy, Mr.
McLean has devoted most of his
time to working with city improvement plans, TVA recreational reports, farming suggestions for
the Tupelo area, and prospective
firms that will open more job opportunities for Tupeloans. His editorial condemning a Mendenhall
congregation which declared that
God forbade the "mingling of
races" was reprinted in the Christian Century this winter.
With a sometimes exasperating
monotony these leaders are attempting to awaken Mississippians to the state's fullest possibilities: dairying, diversified farming,
lumbering, oil refining, and manufacturing home products.
The fact that Mississippi offers
only a few meager swamps along
the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta and
river bottoms may shatter what
remains of a northerner's preconception of the state. To the geographer, Mississippi topography
ranges from the flat, fertile Delta
in the northwest, through a series
of prairies down to the Gulf coastal plan. An unscientific observer
would remember the bulk of Mississippi as faintly hilly with pleas-
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ant clumps of tFees breaking up
the stretches of prairie. Only
patches of erosion that scar the
green fields with red clay gashes
destroy the pastoral calm.
King Cotton and torrential
rains are both partly to blame for
the eroded earth. County agricultural agents and government soil
experts constantly urge farmers
to take remedial steps such as
cover crops and contour plowing
to check the erosion. The tidy
middle class that is rising between
the rich Delta planter and the
grubbing sharecropper has realized that dairying and berry and
vegetable farming are easier on
the land and pocketbook.
Mississippi offers a climate
(average mean temperature, 64.6)
that makes barns incidental and
offers the farmer a nine-month
growing season. Since the artificial
insemination associations have begun breeding with imported bulls,
Mississippi cattle have accumulated blue ribbons like burrs. State
4-H boys and gir Is preen their cattle for county fairs as if they were
movie stars.

The New South
sooN as post-war production
As speeds
up, the automatic cotton picker should make the familiar scene of laborers bending over
a white field just a figment of the
picturesque past. Certainly cotton
will have to be produced more
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cheaply if it is to compete with
artifjcial fibers. The stubborn
farmer who insists that cotton remains king needs only to observe
his wife's preference for nylon
over cotton for her stockings. And
if that doesn't convince him, the
recent downward plunge in the
cotton market may do so l
A sign that the idea of the New
South has infiltrated in the ranks
of Mississippi legislators came
with the introduction of the Balance-Agriculture-With-Industry
act in 1938 ·and its recent revival
The late Gov. Thomas E. Bailey,
who died in office Nov. 2, 1946,
was one of the champions of this
endeavor to wed industry with the
natural and human resources of
Mississippi. Bonds have been issued to encourage established industries to settle in the state. Results include an automotive fiber
plant in Louisville, the Reynolds
Plant in Corinth, Pearl River garment factory in Poplarville, and a
shirt factory at Monticello, besides
many more.

The Man
ESPITE

the regularity of the

D South's Democratic majority
at general elections, citizens come
near to drawing blood at every
primary election.
A year is not long enough to
know a people, but sometimes a
fleeting glimpse into one event a£-

fords a wealth of insight. Such
was the opening speech of Sen.
Theodore Bilbo for his 1946 campaign to hold fast to his office
against four "peckerwoods." He
spoke in Pontotoc, county seat in
northeast Mississippi. The little
man exuded senatorial elegance,
from his diamond stickpin to his
red suspenders and necktie. (He
is unlike Rep. John Rankin of
Mississippi, whose baggy trousers
and whiskery eyebrows give him
the casual air doted upon by the
m n's magazines. Both, however,
draw votes from the same sources.)
Bilbo's face appeared to be
flushed from years of excessive filibustering. The magnolia blossoms
that accidentally framed his head
for some of his audience stood in
sharp contrast. Completing the
surrealistic fantasy of Life in the
South was the monument to Confederate warriors that stems chalkily from every Southern county
square.
Bilbo's listeners overflowed to
the very edge of the bunting-gay
grandstand. Little boys clambered
out on the limbs of the trees and
during the oration dropped off
like ripe apples. I found myself
caught in a crossfire of chewing
tobacco aimed by two of the senator's admirers. The denim-dad
men expressed their approval of
the senator's points in three intensities: One, snapping their gal-
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luses; two, clapping me on the
shoulder; three, clapping me on
the shoulder and roaring out,
"Let 'em have it, Bilbo!" The two
hour oration, incidentally, covered everything from the speaker's
part in the discovery of apple
honey used in a popular cigaret
to his plan for shipping the Negroes back to Africa.
The fervor a Mississippian lavishes on his elections is exceeded
only by that which he offers to his
church during revivals or protracted meetings. The church is
truly the core of rural life. Baptists and Methodists predominate.
Yet all denominations seem to
have borrowed the flavor of the
Hardshell Baptists, from the stiffly
rectangular pews and stark white
buildings to the democratic organization of the congregations.
New England's Michael Wigglesworth and his sermons on Judgment Day wilt when compared to
the vigor of the · average So:uthern
preacher. He spares no words or
adjectives in exhorting his following to forsake their sins, generally
named as gambling, drinking,
dancing, gossiping. Yet it is unaccountable that in the midst of the
Bible Belt and in church bodies
so conscious of their democratic
origin, the doctrine of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood
of man should be so little practiced.

I

The Church at Work
ta~e

church groups
W OMEN's
the lead where progress

Is
being made in racial relations. All
day "singings," dinners on the
grounds, and graveyard cleanings
flourish in the long summers.
Through these Mississippi may
lay claim to a bit of Americana
that still survives today.
The Sacred Harp song book
used at the singings contains gospel songs embroidered with visions of golden chariots, chains of
love suspended from heaven to
earth, and cloud-borne angels.
Dinners on the grounds are usually held on the lawn of the country church during an aU-day meeting. Tables are piled elbow-deep
with fried chicken, barbecued
beef, field-fresh corn, black-eyed
peas, okra and tomatoes, homemade pickles, tawny fig and translucent pear preserves, thicklyfrosted cakes, and strong coffee.
The afternoon usually is devoted
to preaching or singing. Graveyard cleanings follow the same
pattern, except that all persons
with "kinfolks" buried in the
cemetery appear with hoes and
rakes for a day of work and reunion.
Certain! y the Church could be
instrumental in leveling off the
inequalities between the two races,
as well as reestablishing the integrity of the South. But the labor
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unions may take these honors.
"Operation Dixie" has turned the
land south of the Mason-Dixon
line into a football field with the
CIO and AFL battling for new
members. Neither will neglect the
Negro as a prospective dues-payer.
Time only will tell whether souls
or wages will be more effective in
recharting human customs.
James Street, native of Lumberton, Miss., and author of The
Gauntlet, recently said of his
home state: "I love it, and yet I

sometimes want to cry over it.
I am very proud of Mississippi,
and sometimes, too, I am terribly
ashamed."
Mississippi remains America's
paradox: Lynchings in the Bible
Belt; a pillared mansion next to
a two-room hut with peeling
paint; a purple profusion of wistaria that springtime sets against
gullied soil. Mississippi still needs
time for rebuilding the ruins of a
long-past war and compassion for
her efforts to bury old hatreds.

THE

ASTROLABE
THEO.

A TOUCH OF PITTSBURGH
~ Well, we have had our little
•
power strike in this metropolis of Old Mizzou'. By the time
this comment reaches the reader,
it will be long forgotten because
bigger and better strikes will be
on then-if we are permitted to
prophesy. But even so, the experience was worth while, and had
some lessons which ought to go
down in the record.
Our power strike lasted only
five hours, but it threw half this
community, or about half a million people, completely out of
gear with their environment, their
duties, their orderly existence.
With the threat of all light and
power cut off department stores
closed down for the day, and large
industries ceased operations. Hundreds of thousands of refrigerators
and kitchen stoves went out, and

By
GRAEBNER

those having stores of meat in
public refrigerator service had
some anxious moments. X-ray machines went out at the hospitals,
and many of these institutions had
neither light nor power.
The paralyzing stroke fell upon
the city without a moment's warning. Nor had any notice been
given the big power plant of the
Union Electric Co. on the other
side of the river, supplying about
half the electricity to the city of
St. Louis and its homes.
It developed that the complaint
on which the strike was called
was not even supported by the
union's contract with the company. Labor leaders demanded of
the company officials that they
suspend a worker because he had
lost his good standing in the •
union. Arbitrators who we're
called in pointed out to the union
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officials that the company was not
permitted to suspend an employe
at the union's request. The contract does provide that an employe not in good union standing
shall be fired at the union's request. According! y the union
changed its demand and asked
that the man be dismissed. This
was done, the strike was ended,
and power was restored to the
people of the St. Louis community.

~
TALKED TO THE
WRONG MAN
~ The facts behind this power
strike in St. Louis cast a brilliant light upon the manner in
which not only the public but in
which their own members are
dealt with by some labor officials.
I say, some officials, because there
are plenty who are good Americans first, and labor union men
second, who know their responsibility to the public, and who
scrupulously observe contracts and
agr:eements. The AFL Operating
Engineers Union at St. Louis represents the other type. Here was a
man, William H. Graham, a machinist at the power plant over in
Illinois for many years. He had
arranged for a change in the date
of his vacation. It had been set for
the first two weeks in September
but for reasons of his own he ar-
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ranged with the company's master
mechanic to leave September 15
and he worked during the first
two weeks of the month. Now, the
error which Mr. Grnham had
made was that he had discussed
this matter with a company foreman and not with an official of
the union. He should have gone
to the union's shop steward. When
the union agent heard about it,
he reported to his executive board
which fined Mr. Graham $100
and voted a demand for suspension from Nov. 11 to Nov. 30. All
this was done in the absence of
Mr. Graham, who was only apprised of these penalties when he
attended a union meeting which
ratified the sentence.
Demand was accordingly made
upon the Union Electric Company to suspend this worker, and
when this was not done immediately, the strike followed. As stated, the union men were informed
by government conciliators that
their demand was unjustified and
would have to be changed or
abandoned. Since the company
did have the right to discharge on
resolution of the union, this measure was adopted, and the man lost
his job.
The inconvenience and peril
which were occasioned for a large
community not at all involved in
this strike and knowing nothing
of its merits, were merely an in-
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cident. Let stores and factories
close; public transportation be
limited to busses; stores, hospitals,
homes put to inconvenience; the
telephone service crippled; and
this without so much as half an
hour's previous notice, just the
pulling of a master switch, 335,000
kilowatts of electricity thrown out
of service, only to prove to the
AFL Operating Engineers that
they must speak to their shop
stewards first before they arrange
with the company for a shift in
their vacation time.

RISING RESENTMENT
We are now seeking a new
balance between wages, prof•
its, and prices, but the scales are
juggled wildly as each segment of
our economy throws its weight
around. Labor wants to preserve
the gains it made in wartime.
Management wants to maintain
its wartime level of profits, and a
huge mass of consumers is suspicious and fearful of both.
In a letter given to the press
some months ago, Mr. Eric Johnston, four-term president of the
United States Chamber of Commerce (1942-1946) and president
of the Motion Picture Association,
has given organized labor the
same kind of forthright advice he
offered organized management in
his valedictory address in Atlantic
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City to the United States Chamber of Commerce. Addressing the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, AFL, in Chicago, he complemented his Atlantic City speech by telling labor
leaders what he considered their
mistakes and responsibilities. Concerning the growing resentment
of the American public toward organized labor, he said, pointedly:
You are not up against the tycoons
of the business world today. You are
up against the biggest tycoon of all
-the mighty force of public opinion.
You are up against the tens of thousands of American people who are
fed up to the eyebrows with some of
labor's indefensible practices. And
just as surely as an outraged public
twisted industry's arm until it cried
for mercy, it will surely twist yours if
you persist in those practices.
They are not going to be your
friends if you persist, for example, in
jurisdictional strikes. I know of nothing which outrages the American people more than a strike because two
unions can't agree on who should do
what work and who should collect
dues from whom.
The jurisdictional strike has done
more to hurt the cause of labor than
any other single thing. It cannot be
defended on any grounds at all. It is
without justification. It is immoral. It
is as unjustifiable as a political strike
and almost worse because it happens
oftener.
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THE LAW STEPPED IN
In the State of New Jersey
large numbers of returned sol•
diers volunteered for work in canneries to help save New Jersey's
bumper tomato crop. Farmers of
the state were roused to a high
pitch of indignation when it was
disclosed that union dues were
collected from such soldiers. When
the incident began to threaten to
become political capital in the
forthcoming election, union officials pleaded that many of the soldiers had been union men before
entering the army, that they were
being paid union wages and that
the canning companies were
"completely satisfied" by the arrangement and the War Manpower Commission knew of it.
Further investigation, however,
brought out the fact that the labor union "showed no preference"
since they even made the bankers
who came to the aid of the canneries from 6 p.m. until midnight
pay union dues along with the
soldiers.
The same practices were discovered wherever men worked,
whether on a cantonment in Massachusetts, an airfield in Texas, a
shipyard in California, or a pipeline across Illinois. Frequently
men were forced to pay graft under threats of dismissal and without being admitted to membership in the local union. This

thing has been done by selling
"work permits" in the name of
the local. Offenders were indicted
and tried under the anti-trust and
anti-racketeering laws, without
avail, until the anti-kickback law
was dusted off by Thurman Arnold of the anti-trust division. Several cases ended in a verdict of
guilty, though we have not heard
how the cases fared on appeals.

PASSING OF AN ERA
No one is going to charge
~ union labor with fraudulent
and otherwise illegal practices as
part of the system. The great
rna jority of men in organized labor are upstanding citizens, lawabiding, and imbued with American ideals of the square deal. It
must, however, be said that under
federal encouragement during the
past ten or twelve years, the labor
leader who ruthlessly strove to
realize these so-called "rights of
the laboring man," with utter disregard for management and for
the general public, has gained
control of the union machinery
and most of the union funds. The
enactments of Congress left the
owners and managers of industry
practically helpless before these
buccaneers of the labor world.
One of the commonest offenses
against elementary ethics has been
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the practice of unions to compel
managers and owners to employ
more hands than is necessary.
Ruinous strikes have been called
against numerous industries on
this issue, from motion picture
theatres to foundries and bakeries.
The small business man was not
spared. I have had owners of
neighborhood motion picture theatres in my office who described
to me in detail how their profits
have been cut down to the vanishing point by being compelled to
hire stage employees, cameramen
and others, who would sit idly
around during the entire time for
which they were drawing wages.
The alternative was a strike, supplemented with the throwing of
bombs if the owner showed readiness to keep his theatre closed.
Certainly we believe that labor
unions are necessary in any effort
to establish social justice, and the
abuse of a thing, as in this case
of the power of union officials, is
no reason for abolishing the institution. Both labor and capital
have their place in a free society,
with each responsible to the community and to the moral law.
I don't know how the threat to
the existence of the New York
Metropolitan Opera, caused by arbitrary demands of the American
Guild of Musical Artists of which
Lawrence Tibbett is president,
was negotiated, but the demands
were marked by a typical disre-
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gard for the welfare of the employing organization. It seems
that with the cost of production
mounting fantastically on every
hand the Metropolitan Opera Association had decided to reduce
its chorus from 94 singers to 78.
The opera association said in a
statement to the newspapers that
the AGMA insisted that there be
no reduction and that "final determination in the discharge or
failure to re-engage any choristers" rests with the union!
We don't know how the matter
was finally arbitrated nor are we
interested in the particular case.
But multiply it by ten thousand
and you have a reason for the
political upset of last November
and for the vociferous demands
that the Wagner Act and other
fundamental labor enactments be
radically amended as soon as congress can get to work on them.

WHAT THIS NATION NEEDS
~ It has often been said that
what this nation needs is a
rebirth of faith and a thorough
moral and spiritual regeneration.
About this there can be no question. In his notable letters from
Europe, the managing editor of
the Christian Century last fall
pointed out the moral degeneracy
of France as the real cause of that
country's downfall. Without obe-
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dience to law and the re-establishment of moral ideals in public life
we also are headed for the ashpile.
And when a huge mass like the
labor organizations seems to be
quite generally open range for the
racketeer and definitely committed to a program of utter selfishness, with its own interests the sole
standard for conduct, there is a
threat to the well-being of the
American people and to the state
itself.
Consider what it means that
millions of war workers last year
went on strike against their government because of petty or fancied grievances which could have
been settled, like the affair in St.
Louis, in five minutes if the desire existed to get it settled. The
incensed pronouncements to the
government from General Eisenhower, General Marshall and our
military leaders in the Pacific, stating that the lack of production
was costing American lives; the
fact that the long stale-mate in
western Europe, before the final
break-through, was the result of
the lack of supplies, arms, and
equipment-no one will expect to
have these experiences simply for-

gotten now that the war is over.
The American people have voted
their disapproval of the manner in
which politicians have condoned
even the worst excesses of organized labor, when this country was
bearing the brunt of the greatest
war in history. No one is interested right now in detailed stories of
strikes holding up B-29 production, aircraft engines and battle
helmets ceasing to move down the
production line, because the men
did not approve the transfer of a
foreman, or in protest against the
discharge of a man for loafing. All
this detail will be read into the
Congressional Record within the
next months as justification for
the demand that new regenerative
forces be set to work in the groups
that hold leadership in the world
of labor. There is some comfort in
the fact that bad as the record
is, in most of the disputes that
inhibited our war effort union officials made vigorous but futile
efforts to induce their men to heed
their no-strike pledge. But so far
it seems that leaders of labor are
effective only when they urge wage
increases or defend contract violations.
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~ AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Treasured Recordings
[CONTINUED]

By WALTER A. HANSEN

!\ What would happen to mu• . sic if there were no differences of opinion among those
who compose it, those who write
about it, those who listen to it,l
and those who sing and play it?
"\tVould it continue to thrive? No.
Just as a cornfield or a potato
patch needs sunshine, rain, and
fertilizer, so the tonal art needs
the nourishment and the stimulation afforded by the clashing of
convictions.
Perhaps it is wise to dwell for
a moment on the obvious by stating that composers are human,
critics are human, listeners are
human, and singers and players
are human. They all make mistakes, and they all are prone to
fall in love with some of their
mistakes. It is good for them to be
jolted now and then.
Collisions of opinion often
serve as a goad. Sometimes they
heat the blood, it is true; but hot
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blood frequently does for music
and mug,icians what sunshine,
rain, and fertilizer do for corn
and potatoes. All art has need of
the heat generated by dissension.
Consider Schubert's great Symphony in C Major~ a work concerning which a critic no less
sagacious than Robert Schumann
declared that it had "heavenly
lengths" and in which a conductor as able as Felix Weingartner
found everything great except its
length.
Does one still call this symphony great? Yes. But are there
not some who state categorically
that it i~ longwinded and full of
vain repetitions? Yes. Many say
that Schubert never mastered the
fine art of boiling down; others
maintain with equal vigor that it
is utterly unjust and unwise to
find fault with Schubert merely
because he was not a Beethoven
or a Mozart.
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I have discussed this Schubert
problem before. Nevertheless, like
Schubert's own deathless melodies,
it merits repetition.
Schubert has been dead for
more than a hundred years. Consequently, clashes of opinion as
to the worth or the lack of worth
inherent in his Symphony in C
Major can no longer stimulate in
Schubert himself the ambition to
write a greater work. What, then,
do the colliding views accomplish? They can, and often do,
incite composers to study Schubert's way of writing with special care. Perhaps those composers will learn, or at least cajole
themselves into learning, what to
avoid and what not to avoid; perhaps they will strive to imitate
Schubert to the dotting of every i
and to the crossing of every t;
perhaps they will literally bend
over backwards in a determined
effort to be as unlike Schubert as
possible. At all events, careful
study of what Schubert did
should lead them to painstaking
self-examination.
No one, I suppose, would expect the much-discussed Dmitri
Shostakovich to write like Schubert; but have you ever stopped
to think that there may be some
sticklers for brevity who would
assert that Shostakovich may have
fallen heir to what they choose to
call Schubert's tendency toward
prolixness?

I myself, mind you, do not say,
or even intimate, that Schubert
was prolix; for I wish with all
my heart that there were much
more of the Schubertian longwindness in the world. I do believe, however, that Shostakovich
has a penchant for prolixness-a
penchant which came to the fore
with vivid monotonousness in his
Seventh and in parts of his
Eighth.
I like to talk about the vivid
monotonousness of Comrade Shostakovich, just as I enjoy discussing the heavenly longwindedness
of Schubert.
Maybe someone told Shostakovich to do a little boiling down.
At any rate, he seems to have
boiled down his Ninth to the very
dregs. Yes, I do mean dregs.
"Another collision of opinions," you may say. "To my
thinking Shostakovich is a great
master. There is not a single superfluous note in his scores. He
needs no boiling down."
Attacks and Counterattacks

t\ How should I react to your
•. statement? Should I fortify
myself as well as I can behind the
wall of my own convictions and
fire the shot and shell of my own
views at you without pausing to
reflect that your fortress and your
ammunition may be much better
than mine? Or should I make up
my mind to restudy those works
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of Shostakovich in which I discover heaps upon heaps of prolixness?
In point of fact, it will be best
for me to resort to the former
measure without overlooking the
latter. By assailing your views
with my own shot and shell I
shall be able to learn whether
your ammunition is better or
worse than mine; by re-examining the symphonies of Shostakovich in which I have seen and
heard what, in my opinion, are
clear-cut evidences of diffuseness,
and, shall I say, obesity, I may
be convinced that my own fortress is flimsy and that my own
weapons of offense and defense
are worth little or nothing.
Yes, those who write about
music can and should learn that
clashing opinions provide their
own thinking with much sunshine, rain, and fertilizer.
What about those who conduct
Schubert's great Symphony in C
Major?
Mark well, please, that I still
cling to the adjective "great"
when speaking about this work.
Numerous pitfalls beset the
path of those who undertake to
set fortii. the deathless beauty
of Schubert's symphony of the
"heavenly lengths." If a conductor deals in a niggardly manner
with the stateliness and what
Schumann called the mystery of
the introduction and if, in addi-
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tion, he chooses for the Andante
con l\lfoto a tempo which is rigid
and too swift, he fails dismally to
do fitting honor to Schubert. If a
performance of the Scherzo does
not recoil sharply from squareness, it is entirely out of keeping
with the character of the music.
If the pace of the whirling fourth
movement is too rapid and if the
rhythm lacks firmness, then the
detail is bound to go begging, and
the music rushes on and on with
little rhyme and less reason.
vVhen, however, a conductor is
able to steer his orchestral ship
safely between the Scylla of excessive speed and the Charybdis
of stodginess as he expounds the
FZ:nale} then the impelling force
of the music actually has a chance
to cast its potent spell. Incidentally, a conductor must see to it that
the listeners hear distinctly every note of those much-discussed
triplets as the bows o.f the fiddlers dance lightly on the strings.
Those triplets should not sound
like a cross between a snare drum
and fifteen or twenty bilious bumblebees.
Not Easy to Conduct

h It is not easy to give a thor,;· oughly satisfying reading of
Schubert's Symphony in C Major.
To any conductor who minimizes
the skill required to do full justice to the composition I say in all
frankness and, if you please, with
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polite brusqueness, "Try your
hand at expounding the symphony from the podium and see
how much easier it is to lay violent hands on the work than to
let it have its beautiful say untrammeled by clumsiness."
I have never seen a cow dance, .
nor do I think that it will ever
be possible to train a cow to win
fame as a prima ballerina. I assume, however, that any attempts
made by Bossie to acquire what
John Milton called a light, fantastic toe would be worse than
1udicrous. Whenever I hear an
angular performance of the
Scherzo of Schubert's Symphony
in C Ma7or} I think involuntarily
of a cow trying in the sweat of
her gentle brow to imitate Anna
Pavlova. Good and faithful Bossie
would be out of her element. She
serves man well in more than one
important way; but she is not noted for gracefulness.
Let us not forget, however, that
some men and women of learning
believe that the Scherzo I am discussing almost bursts with squareness. Consequently, they would,
in all probability, enjoy a performance teeming with angularity. I disagree with them from the
soles of my feet to the crown of
my head. Nevertheless, I am convinced that it is profitable to give
painstaking attention to their
view.
Think of the trio of the

Scherzo. Are you one of those
who believe that Schubert wanted it to sound like a grindorgan,
or do you agree with Donald
Francis Tovey, the able English
writer on music, who declared
that it is "one of the greatest and
most exhilarating melodies in the
world?" Is the Scherzo merely a
clumsy peasant dance, or is it full
of lithesome grace? Is Schubert's
scoring ponderous? If so, should
the performance mirror the ponderousness? Or is it possible for
a master-conductor, by marshalling the forces of his orchestra
with consummate skill and by
leading them with the ability
which is born of toil, sweat, tears,
and deep-going knowledge, to
eliminate every trace of ponderousness from the playing?
Again the opinions collide; and
the collision, violent though it is,
can be a source of profit to critics,
conductors, instrumentalists, and
listeners. I sometimes ask myself
the question, "Is it not demonstrable that a tendency to call
forth differences of opinion is one
of the salient qualities of a great
masterpiece?"
More than one capable scholar
has stated without mincing words
that Schubert's Symphony in C
Major needs surgical treatment.
"Use the scalpel," they say. "By
shortening the work you are
bound to improve it." About
twenty-five years ago the late

'The 'Town, the Castle,
and the Church
BEGINNING

with the Minnesingers and leading up to

Victor von Scheffel's immortal song of Old Heidelberg, no other town has been praised so frequently in
song as Heidelberg. Countless artists have tried to capture its ancient charm and \ts unique setting. It is particularly fortunate that this town was one of the few
large cities on the continent of Europe which was spared
any significant destruction during the recent war.
The town is mentioned first of all in the year 1196 and
its long centuries have given it a very definite character.
Heidelberg castle is first spoken of in 1303 and the
University was founded in 1386. The Church of the Holy
Ghost is as much a part of the town as anything could be.
It fits into the landscape perfectly and is a fitting companion to the strength and beauty expressed by everything which su'rrounds the city in its ancient setting.
ADALBERT

R.

KRETZMAN]';

View of the city across the Neckar, showing the famous towers
of the bridge and of Holy Ghost Church.

I

·I
A Christmas Eve at the Church of the Holy Ghost

J

I

Midnight Comes to the Old Town.

I

A winter morning in the Castle courtyard.

Looking down on the town and the church after a snowfall.

I

A wintry brook comes down the side of the hill.

r

The billowing clouds over the old Castle ruins.
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Richard Aldrich, of the New the symphony be cut? Mr. AlYork Times} wrote a thought- drich wrote:
Only one greatly daring will touch
provoking article about the symphony. "It is," he said, "quite the C major symphony, and none had
possible in fact that the most ar- better lay hands upon it who has not
dent admiration for Schubert may the higher kind of discernment of
what may be omitted from the work
not be incompatible with a desire and will not only not be missed, but
for greater conciseness." Then he create no uneasy feeling that somewent on to quote Sir George thing is wrong, even if it cannot be
Grove, who said about Schubert, located by the listener at the perform"When a passage pleases him, he ance as it is unrolled before him.
Mr. Aldrich's opinions are
generally repeats it at once, almost note for note. He will re- worth preserving. Why? First, beiterate a passage over and over cause they are the convictions of
again in different keys as if he a capable scholar; secondly, benever could have done." Mr. Al- cause they are bound to lead to
rich referred to Hermann Kretz- collisions of views-collisions
schmar, who found in the colossal which, like rain and snow, will
proportions of the C major sym- water the vast field of music and
phony, "in the incessant repeti- make it bring forth and bud.
tions of its periodic structure,
After all, however, the music,
something of a 'monstrosity,' for as Shakespeare would say, is the
all the marvels of its beauty." thing. If these divagations of
The astute critic stressed Daniel mine lead those who read them to
Gregory Mason's statement that familiarize themselves more thorin Schubert's music one usually oughly with Schubert's great Symfinds "five pages of repetition to phony in C Major} they will have
one of real development." Mr. Al- accomplished their purpose. In a
drich discovered nothing to his previous article I have mentioned
liking in the opinion expressed an admirable reading of the work
by Walter Dahms, who said in by the London Symphony Orcheshis biography of the composer tra under Bruno Walter (Victor
that cutting the symphony would Album 602). A performance of
reveal a misunderstanding of the symphony by the Chicago
Schubert's nature and would do Symphony Orchestra under the
away with the feeling of "time- late Frederick Stock (Columbia
lessness" -a "soaring out of the Album) is, to my taste, far less
reach of time and actuality"- satisfying; but in all likelihood
which Schubert strove to create.
many will disagree with me.
(TO BE CONTINUED]
How, when, and where shall

I
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RECENT RECORDINGS

GEORGES BIZET. Cm·men. An RCA
Victor Recordrama starring Gladys
Swarthout, mezzo-soprano, Licia Albanese, soprano, Robert Merrill,
baritone, and Ramon Vinay, tenor,
with the RCA Victor Orchestra and
Robert Shaw's RCA Victor Chorale under Erich Leinsdorf.-Miss
Swarthout's portrayal of Carmen,
like that of any other famous artist,
is controversial. For this reason it is
at once fascinating and stimulating
to become acquainted with her conception of the role. One can do so
by listening carefully to the excerpts from Bizet's great masterpiece which are contained in RCA
Victor's latest Recordrama album.
Mr. .Vinay, as Don Jose, and Mr.
Merrill, as Escamillo, sing with exceptional skill. Miss Albanese rises
to impressive heights in her delivery of Micaela's beautiful aria. The
recording is excellent. Besides, the
attractive album contains the story
of the opera, an article dealing
with Miss Swarthout's enactment of
the role of Carmen, and the text of
the excerpts. Victor Album 1078.
Loms GRUENBERG. Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 47· Jascha
Heifetz, violinist, and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under
Pierre Monteux.-A little more

than two years ago Mr. Gruenberg,
the composer of The Emperor
jones, wrote a violin concerto especially for Mr. Heifetz. It is an important work. Mr. Heifetz puts all
his wizardry into the performance.
To spice the composition Mr. Gruenberg has used bits of two Negro
spirituals in the second movement.
In the Finale he has sought "to imitate a hill-billy fiddler and a small
town religious revival meeting."
Victor Album 1079.
GIACOMO PUCCINI. Highlights from
Madame Butterfly. Licia Albanese,
soprano, Lucielle Browning, mezzosoprano, and James Melton, tenor,
with the RCA Victor Orchestra under Frieder Weissmann.-The artistry of Miss Albanese is thrilling;
the singing of Miss Browning and
Mr. Melton is merely excellent.
Victor Album 1068.
JOHANNES BRAHMS. Liebeslieder
Waltzes. Genia Nemenoff and
Pierre Luboshutz, duo-pianists, and
the RCA Victor Chorale under
Robert Shaw.-Brahms addicts as
well as all those who have a desire
to become more intimately acquainted with some of the Titan's
most beautiful inspirations will wei·
come this recording of rarely hearc·
masterpieces. Victor Album 1076
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READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the Staff
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Partly Nonsense
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
NONSENSE. By Bergen Evans.
Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 1946.
275 pages. $3.00.
OTHING helps more to give one
a feeling of superiority over
others than to be able to point out
to them that some of the beliefs
which they confidently hold are palpably false. Because of this self-satisfying effect, many who are afflicted
with inferiority feelings go in for
that sort of thing on a large scale.
Whether Mr. Evans is bothered with
an inferiority complex we have no,
way of knowing. If he is, it must be
a bad one, for his whole book undertakes to expose false beliefs that are
more or less currently held.
Some of the exposes are not very
exciting, e.g., that snakes do not milk
cows at night or that lightning often
does strike again in the same spot.
On other points Evans has rendered
excellent service, for instance in
showing up in a whole chapter the
fictional nature of reports of children who have been reared by ani-
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mals. His detailed study of the story
of the "famous" wolf-children of India is a gem. Scores of other popular
legends, superstitions and misconceptions come to grief at his hands.
There is evidence, however, that
Evans, through being on the qui vive
for popular errors, has become overready to accept almost anything that
disagrees with what is commonly believed, without looking too closely
into the evidence. In other words, he
has developed a taste for the negative. Only a few cases can be cited.
He asks us to believe that "there is
no authentic record of any human
being's having been attacked and
eaten by a wolf." (He does not say
who examined all the purported records of such cases, checked on them,
weighed them, and found them wanting.) "It gets colder, by as much as
ten degrees, in Montana than it
ever does at the North Pole." (Who
has kept such close tab on the weather at the Pole? Apparently the Federal Writers' Guild-those amusing
young unemployed people who
wrote, among other things, that Kansas and Nebraska were desert lands.)
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Animals reason. (Who says so? Prof.
Yerkes, a man notable for his imaginative powers.) -Evans in one case
uses the same person twice overonce as an example of lamentable
credulity, and the other time as a
distinguished witness for his own
contention.
Several veiled and several more
open attacks on Christian conceptions also occur in the book.

Vivid Reporting
OUR SHARE OF NIGHT: A Personal Narrative of the War Years.
By Drew Middleton. The Viking
Press, New York. 1946. 380 pages.
$3·75·
T HAS become almost a commonplace to say that no major conflict in the history of the world has
been reported as voluminously as
World War II. In making a statement so trite and, at the same time,
so true one must place special emphasis upon. the adverb "voluminously." It would be entirely wrong to
say that all the journalism and all
the book-writing about the recent
war was either accurate or comprehensive. Censorship, true to its very
nature, stood in the way of accuracy
and frequently forbade anything
even approaching comprehensiveness. At present, however, the shears,
the pencils, and the nerves of the
censors in the service of some of the
countries that were engaged in the
war are taking a well-earned rest.
Consequently, it is possible for acc:uracy and something closely allied
to comprehensiveness to emerge from
their hiding places.
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Drew Middleton, who is now in
Moscow as correspondent for the
New York Times) is a careful reporter and an able stylist. It is true
that the cold and clammy hand of
censorship prevents him from cabling
to his newspaper comprehensive accounts of what is now going on in
the Soviet Union; but when he wrote
Our Share of Night) he was not
shackled by men who either feared
the news or were constantly on the
alert lest they give aid and comfort
to the opposite side. Many a war
book, when considered merely from
a literary point of view, has been
as good as Mr. Middleton's, and
some have been better. Nevertheless,
one notes that the reporting in Our
Share of Night is not forced to go
on crutches, as it were, because a
censor is peering over the writer's
shoulders while the manuscript takes
shape.
Naturally, Mr. Middleton could
not, and does not, tell all. No man
would have the ability to do a job
so utterly stupendous. One gains the
conviction, however, that the author
of Our Share of Night is speaking
accurately and as comprehensively as
possible about what he himself actually saw and heard.
Mr. Middleton saw and heard
much. His accounts of the war when
it was still in its "phony" stage are
gripping in their intensity. He was
not deluded by what to many observers seemed to be inactivity and
indecisiveness on the part of the
Germans. When he writes about the
fury that was unleashed after Hitler's forces finally began to strike and
to strike hard, he reveals a deep-go-
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ing understanding of the grave dangers which threatened those who had
decided to call a halt to Hitler. The
war, which too many had regarded
as abortive, had suddenly become a
grim, furious, and bloody business;
the foes of the Third Reich would
have to bestir themselves with speed
and enormous might if they hoped
to stem the terrible avalanche.
Our Share of Night presents a
graphic description of the invasion
of North Africa, of the men who
played important roles in connection with that colossal undertaking,
and of the tangible and intangible
forces which were at work for and
against the success of the venture.
Mr. Middleton's reports on what he
saw and heard while the bitter struggle for supremacy was going on in
Africa are as detailed and as sharply drawn as his stories of what took
place during those destiny-laden
months when the Germans strove to
prepare for an invasion of Britain
by bombing the land and its people
with merciless fury. It is both interesting and profitable to read the
comments on such important figures
as Guiraud, de Gaulle, Montgomery,
Darlan, Clark, Bradley, Patton, Eisenhower, and others.
When the invasion of the European continent finally became a reality-a reality which was to sweep
Germany into utter defeat and to
drive Hitler to his doom-Mr. Middleton was at hand. Here, too, his
reporting is lively and sharp; here,
too, it is enlivened with numerous
examples of the humor which does
much to buoy up the spirits of soldiers who are either being ordered

into the jaws o.f death or are assigned to some exceedingly tedious
tasks for the purpose of winning a
war. More often, however, Mr. Middleton's writing is packed with the
grisliness and the unspeakable fiendishness that are part and parcel of
determined warfare. The author
loathes war and all its works. Something must be done-and done quickly-to prevent another world-wide
holocaust. The author of Our Share
of Night says:
We, and all mankind, stand on the
threshold of one of those dark and evil
periods in the history of humanity in
which all that man has built and thought
for thousands of years is submerged by a
surge of primitivism. This has happened before and man has emerged to
reach new glories. But this time he ha
at his command one of the elemental
forces of the world , a force that can destroy civilization.
The shadows are lengthening.

Velva, North Dakota
NOT SO WILD A DREAM. By Eric
Sevareid. Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1946. 516 pages. $3.50.
C\INCE

the appearance of Vincent

0 Sheehan's Personal History} that
remarkable document describing a
young man's mental and political
growth, the American literary market has been exhibiting many similar
products for the past ten years. Some
of these memoirs, tracing a young
man's growth, have been good, but
most of them have been painfully
alike. Now Eric Sevareid, a noted
radio journalist during the war years,
offers his autobiography. Still a
young man, Sevareid has achieved a
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certain amount of perspective which
is quite remarkable and which easily
makes this volume, whose title is taken from Norman Corwin's statement,
"Post proofs that brotherhood is not
so wild a dream," an outstanding
product.
This book, then, is a lengthy dissertation on the hope that world
brotherhood is not so wild a dream
as men at times like to assert. For
proof, Sevareid goes back to Velva,
North Dakota, a , small town on the
Mouse River not far from Minot. A
generation ago Sinclair Lewis would
have impaled such a Northwest village as the incarnation of smugness
and hostility toward all ideas. Sevareid fiercely defends Velva. Here, he
maintains, was a small town of
friendliness and generosity. Here was
an approximation of a classless society. All, whether banker or doctor
or preacher, depended on the success of the wheat crop. If the harvest
was poor, if there was a drought,
then all suffered. When a family was
hit by misfortune, neighbors helped
out.
Years later, after almost five years
of war, Sevareid felt that what men
everywhere really wanted was Velva,
North Dakota. "It occurred to me
that what men wanted was Velva, on
a national, on a world scale." It was
not the men in the diplomatic or
military world, who wanted such a
world. The common man in Burma
and Italy and France wanted Velva.
It is for this reason that the first
hundred pages of Not So Wild a
Dream are the most effective. In
these early pages Sevareid's writing
and subject matter is fresh and com-

pletely original. We see him getting
his education, especially at the University of Minnesota. Because he was
a young man with ideas he found
himself associating with other students similarly inclined. Soon the
Jacobin Club, of fond memory, is
organized at the University. Without
further ado, the Jacobins, who inherited Stassen's mantle, upset the
fraternities, controlled the publications, and caused the late President
Lotus D. Coffman many unpleasant
moments. Governor Floyd Olson is
the moving spirit of the Jacobins
and of Minnesota. His fiery brand
of Northwest politics upsets the status quo in Minneapolis. He encourages the Jacobin Club in all forms
of leftist activity.
Upon graduation Sevareid obtains
a job with the old Minneapolis ] ournal. That newspaper was still the
mouthpiece of the reactionary bankers and millers of Minneapolis. He
sees at firsthand how the respectable
elements of Twin City society attempt to squash all attempts at liberalism in economics and politics.
When he attempts to cover the
famous truck drivers' strike in the
middle thirties, organized by the
Dunne brothers, the owners of the
paper blue pencil his honest and
sympathetic accounts. The strikers
are portrayed as vicious elements in
society. The bankers, society women,
businessmen generally, and church
leaders are to be coddled and protected. He sees fascism in miniature
in Minneapolis politics.
Finally, despite the fact he belongs
to the Newspaper Guild, Sevareid is
fired by his paper because of an hon-
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est error he had made. The paper's
lawyer had discovered ' a loophole in
the contract which gave the Min neapolis ] ournal the right to fire a
trouble-making reporter.
Thus ends the first phase of Sevareid's education. The remaining four
hundred or more pages tell the story
of his experiences in Europe and
Asia during the war years. His contribution here is not startlingly new.
The description of his adventures
when he was forced to parachute
from a plane over the Himalayas,
landing among the N agas, is excitingly written. The reports on the
Chinese situation bear out the observation of other journalists, notably Theodore H. White and Edgar
Snow. The account of his adventures
with the Fifth Army prove once more
that war is a filthy business and that
it is exceedingly doubtful if war did
actually reach the objectives so nobly
proclaimed by the various leaders of
the Allied powers. The fact that so
many generals were publicity conscious, notably General Mark Clark,
is depressing proof that the military
has its glamor boys who seek glory at
all costs.
On the last page Sevareid closes by
saying, "The folks are about the
same-and that is the basic fact and
the wonderful hope." Not so long
ago no reputable writer would have
dared write so nostalgically about his
glorious hope in the "folks." One is
still inclined to doubt that the
"folks" are always so good and wise
and noble. After all, the "folks" in
Germany followed a Hitler, in Italy
a Mussolini, in France a Petain.
The disquieting thought persists
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that Sevareid has forgotten the part
Christianity can play in the formation of more decent people and a
more decent world. Perhaps his experience with the Church was unfortunate, although he speaks kindly
about old Pastor Reishus, his Lutheran pastor at Velva. It may be
that the Lutheran church, as Sevareid knew it and in which he was
confirmed, did not think to make the
Christian faith the local point for
all living and doing. This is unfortunate. Sevareid's further contacts
with the church were almost always
unfortunate. Perhaps the Church has
a lesson to learn from the fact that a
world reporter does not include the
Church when he assesses the factors
forming his thinking.
Here is a book which will be discussed and which deserves discussion.

A Useful Compend
THE GREAT RELIGIONS OF
THE MODERN WORLD. Edited
by Edward J. Jurji. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J. 1946.
387 pages. $3·75·
HE prominent role which the
world religions continue to play
in national and international affairs
warrants the publication of a book
like The Great Religions. Such a
warrant is strengthened by the fact
that most of the standard handbooks
in this field-Moore, Clemen, Chantepie de la Saussaye-are either out
of print, out of date, or out of sight.
In view of the enormous area to
be covered, Dr. Jurji, though himself a professor of Comparative Religion at Princeton, assigned each

T
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religion to a prominent scholar in
that particular field; he himself
·wTote the article on Islam (pp. 178223), one of the best among the ten
essays. Daniel C. Holton's discussion
of Shintoism (pp. 14I-177), too,
measures up to the standards set by
that scholar's previous works on the
subject.
Most immediately significant for
the American reader, however, are
the last four essays, dealing with Judaism, Eastern Orthodoxy, Roman
Catholicism, and Protestantism.
They are not, of course, all of equal
value. Thus, the article on Judaism
by Abraham A. Neuman was very
disappointing to this reviewer, for it
seemed to reflect the theories of the
writer more than it did the teachings
of Judaism. If, for example, Dr. Neuman feels that "the function of the
Messiah is not to redeem a race
which is incapable of redeeming itself. On the contrary, he is the symbol and the triumph of man's selfredemption" (p. 245) , that is his
privilege; but such a view is hardly
representative of what he chooses to
call "catholic Judaism" (p. 281).
The same is true of his statement
that "the · Messianic kingdom will
not rest on supernatural foundations
in a supernatural world but on a
moral order of justice, peace, brotherhood, and truth" (p. 249) , and of
his several references to the Jewish
view of man. All seem to breathe the
spirit of "humanite" more than they
do the spirit of Judaism.
Much more satisfying in this respect, J. L. Hromadka's review of
Eastern Orthodoxy is as good an

English summary of that comparatively unknown subject as this reviewer has ever seen. It shows again
that the orthodox Western idea of
Eastern Orthodoxy as stagnant or
ossified simply does not fit the case.
Rather, Eastern Christendom has developed a world-view which may
have something to say to the Westas, for instance, in the conception of
the church (pp. 289-293) in its converting as well as in its civilizing
function. As Hromadka points out,
an intelligent understanding of modern Russia is impossible without
some grasp of the meaning of Eastern Orthodoxy.
Father G. G. Walsh's article on
Roman Catholicism (pp. 307-336)
and President John A. Mackay's on
Protestantism (pp. 337-370) are also
authoritative and interesting: the
former all the more so because its
author, a Jesuit and professor at
Fordham, makes considerable use of
The Mission and Expansion of Christianity by Adolf von Harnack, a liberal Lutheran! Pres. Mackay, meanwhile, informs his case for Protestantism with his usual direct and eloquent style, despite his obvious sympathy for the thought of certain Continental, so-called "neo-evangelical"
Protestant leaders.
As Princeton University enters its
two hundred first year of service, it
is certainly to be congratulated for
maintaining a press which consistently produces works of such quality
as J. C. Archer's The Sikhs (CRESSET, November, 1946, pp. 55-56) and
this useful compend on The Great
Religions of the Modern World.
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Pantheistic Thinker
RELIGION OF A SCIENTIST:
Selections from Gustav Th. Fechner. Edited and translated by Walter Lowrie. Pantheon Books, New
York. 1946. 281 pages. $3.50.
R.

LoWRIE devoted ten years of

his life to the introduction of
D
Kierkegaard to the English-speaking
world. He believes that Fechner's religious views also deserve to become
more widely known, and so in this
book he presents selections from
Fechner's works together with as
much biographical and explanatory
material as is necessary for a clear
understanding.
Gustav Theodor Fechner (18011887) spent seventy years at the University of Leipzig as student, docent,
and professor. His academic appointment was in physics, but his chief
claim to scientific recognition was
earned in the field of psychology, to
which he turned in the latter half of
his life. He was the founder of psychophysics and of experimental psychology.
Fechner, who was born in a parsonage, fell under the influence of
mechanistic determinism while he
was a student of medicine and became an avowed atheist. Before long,
however, he was brought back to religion, and for the rest of his days
he defended a religious view of life,
especially against materialism and
determinism. He tried to square his
views with the Bible, but since he
was infected with higher criticism,
his efforts in that direction did not
go far enough. His religion turned
out to be a kind of pantheism. For
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this reason an orthodox Christian
can, of course, not accept Fechner's
position as such. He was, however,
an original thinker and he used his
scientific training and insight to present considerations on such subjects
as reason and faith, the soul, and
immortality which are unusual and
stimulating and which may well be
of service especially to those whose
outlook on reality has been warped
by the barren onesidedness of the
philosophy of naturalism. Even some
rather daring speculations of his on
panpsychism which most of us will
consider fantastic have a unique
charm and beauty and provoke
thought.
On page 25 Dr. Lowrie says of a
book published in 1838 that "it never came to the notice of Fechner, although it soon engaged the attention
of Kant." There must be a slip here,
for Kant died in 1804.

The Voice
NOTHING TO FEAR. The selected
addresses (z932-I945) of Franklin
Delano• Roosevelt. Edited with
notes and a biographical introduction by B. D. Zevin. Preface by
Harry L. Hopkins; Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 1946. 470
pages, $3·75·

opponents of the late
president generally agree with
P
his admirers that he knew how to
OLITICAL

make an effective speech, whether it
was a formal message to Congress or
a homey "fireside chat." And moreover, many would add that he could
make one better than any other man
of his time, including the very able
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Mr. Churchill. The still familiar
voice and the well-remembered mannerisms of delivery contributed in
large measure to the appeal and to
the effect of the first sixty-one
speeches gathered by Mr. Zevin for
this volume. The sixty-second was
prepared for delivery on April 13,
1945, on which date Mr. Truman
was finishing his first day as the President of the United States.
All of these addresses were written
to be spoken by their writer. They
read well because they were expertly
written, but they sounded even better. Therefore the ideal collection
can be found in the two volumes of
recordings issued by the National
Broadcasting Company; they contain
transcriptions of excerpts from twenty-three of the speeches as delivered
by Mr. Roosevelt, and an excerpt
from the posthumous address spoken
by Mr. Carleton Smith.
Both this book and the recordings
are important historical documents
of our time. Through them the fateful years can again be lived: the
years of the depression, the New
Deal, the world threat of fascism, the
war with Germany and Japan, the
Atlantic Charter, the United Nations.
Probably no one has ever made a
literary collection which is not subject to some sort of criticism. If there
is one for Mr. Zevin's most excellent
choice it is that the remarkable
"Fala" speech to the Teamsters' U nion during the campaign of 1944 is
omitted. But so many others are
here: the first inaugural address
("the only thing we have to fear is
fear itself"), which will probably

soon find itself in the textbooks; the
"quarantine" speech at Chicago; the
address to the nation on December
9, 1941; the report to Congre~s on
the Crimean Conference. ("It must
be a peace which rests on the cooperative effort of the whole
world.")
The late Harry Hopkins wrote in
his foreword that "more people listened to Franklin Roosevelt's
speeches than ever before heard the
voice of any man." "The speeches
of President Roosevelt are now the
heritage of the world."
There are seven illustrations.
A. WEHLING

Not Accurate
NEJ-V TESTAMENT LIFE AND
LITERATURE. By Donald W.
Riddle and Harold H. Hutson.
The University of Chicago Press,
Chicago. 1946. $3.00.

aim of this book according to
T
its preface is "to present the results of scholarship to the student
HE

who is seriously interested in the
New Testament as a book of literature, of history, and of religion. It
will not prove exhaustive enough
for scholars, since it is intended rather
as a 'first reader' for the student. If
it succeeds in picturing with some
degree of clarity the conditions under
which the New Testament came to be
written and in stimulating the reader
to further study, it will have accomplished its purpose."
New Testament Life and Literature is a provocative book. It leaves
no room for the inspired character
of any New Testament books. Its in-
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terpretation of the career of Jesus
and the teachings of Paul, the spread
of the Christian faith, the reasons for
the growth of the Church, represents
to many New Testament scholars an
extreme and unacceptable viewpoint.
A critical study of the Hellenistic Age
of Transition does not, for example, ,
lead to the conclusion that the scriptural doctrine of salvation through
faith in Jesus grew out of the Hellenistic effect upon the religions of
that day-salvation to the individual
as an individual (p. 15). Neither do
we appreciate the belittling of Jesus'
miracles by calling them cures, which
"the traditions tended to magnify
into mighty miracle tales" (p. 66).
The reader also finds a distortion of
the facts of Jesus' suffering and crucifixion. The story of the Virgin Mary,
the shepherds, and Simeon are considered legendary material in the gospels (p. 82). Furthermore, the reader
is to believe that the early Christian
communities of the gospel-making
period developed an apocalyptic and
other worldly doctrine of Jesus as the
Messiah and Son of Man. "Fully persuaded that Jesus had been a Messiah
on the order of the Enochic Son of
Man, the Christian communities interpreted the traditions to mean that
Jesus had made those claims for himself" (p. 93). In the early years the
Christian movement spread, largely
because its appeals were predominantly gentile in nature (p. 105).
Paul's conversion is called a crisis experience (p. 105). Paul also had a
cataleptic(!) vision (p. 107). Neither
the life nor the teaching of Jesus was
of primary importance in Paul's religion, the reader is told.
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The Select Bibliography, which
lists some three hundred books and
nearly as many authors, is classified
according to various branches of New
Testament research and study. It is
intended to serve as a guide to continued study.
In the reviewer's opinion, New
Testament Life and Literature does
not represent the highest type of objective scholarship. The authors' interpretation of New Testament life
;:;.nd literature is extremely biased;
hence fhe New Testament loses its
spiritual richness, and many of its
great authors are toned down to the
level of very ordinary writers. The
( 11tire New Testament becomes a
weakened book. Here is scholarship
which does not motivate. It loses itsc1£ in analytical pettiness. Bunyan's
old metaphor may apply to the work
of many biblical scholars: We are the
men with the muck rake, too engrossed in analysis to see the angel
with a crown just above us. We have
k :-:-d facts and forgotten truth.
H. H. KUMNICK

The Bards Speak
THE NOBLE VOICE: a Study oj
Ten Great Poems. By Mark Van
Doren. Henry Holt and Company,
New York. 1946. 320 pages. $3.00.
noble voice of Calliope, the
T
Muse of heroic poetry, is the
voice with which Mr. Van Doren is
HE

concerned. He uses, however, instead
of the term "heroic poetry" the two
terms "great poetry" and "great
story," which he apparently equates.
The poems that he deals with he
classifies as follows: the Iliad, the
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Odyssey, the A eneid, and Paradise
Lost are epic; Concerning the Natu1·e
of Things, the Divine Comedy, and
the Faerie Queene are philosophical;
Troilus and Criseyde and Don juan
are comic; and the Prelude is "modern."
In his preface Mr. Van Doren lists
some questions which he would ask,
and which he thinks are more important than those regularly asked by
critics. "What," he would know, "is
a given poem about? 'Vhat happem
in it? What exists in it? If too little
of the world is in it, why is that? If
all of the world is there, by what
miracle has this been done? Is tragedy
or comedy at work, and what is t}l ~
difference between those two, and
what the resemblaace? Are the facts
of life accounted for in the uni<j_ue
way that poetry accounts for them,
and is this poem something therefore
that any man should read? Does its
author know more, not less, than
most men know?"
Studying his ten poems in an -"tempt to answer these questions, he
finds that of the various poets only
Homer, Dante, and Chaucer were successful. The others failed to know
life, or else they feared or refused Lo
present what they knew; in spite of
good passages, they failed to produce
"great poetry."
Mr. Van Doren is happiest in his
exposition of Homer's greatness in
the Iliad, whose "world ... is incessantly and everywhere alive. . . . All
the life in the Iliad is one life. It is
not, however, monotonous or meaningless. . . . Its abundant life is brilliant with form." But in his analyses
of the poems that he finds faulty, he

tends to assume a peevish tone. Furthermor e, if one of his purposes is to
convince "any man," and not merely
literati, that he should read Homer,
Dante, and Chaucer, that purpose
would have more chance of being
fulfilled if Mr. Van Doren's style
were less capricious.

Posthumous Glory
THE DEVIL IS A LONELY MAN.
By Morrison Wood. Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, New York. 1946.
497 pages. $3.00.
Wooo was born in Fort
M
Apache, Arizona, on February
10, 1914. He received most of his
ORRISON

elementary education in Los Angeles,
California. Later he spent one year
at Howard College, in Birmingham,
Alabama, and he was graduated from
Ohio State University in 1938.
In the fall of 1940 Mr. Wood en·
listed in the United States Army. A
year later he was sent to the Philippines. He took with him the manuscript of a novel which he had begun
in 1938, and he continued to work
on this novel until the attack on
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
On January 25, 1942, Mr. Wood addressed a letter to his parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Neal Wood, from "somewhere in the Philippines." His letter
said in part:
Writing seems a strange business under these conditions .... This is a grim
business .. .. What will happen next no
man knows. We can only do our best.
... My book manuscript is on the transport, Hugh Scott, which, according to
the best information , is safe in Frisco. Jf
I am unable to do so myself, I hope you

_________j
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will try to recover it and give it to Neal
[the au thor's younger brother]. It is
with my baggage which was mistakenly
sent back to the United States.

Morrison Wood fought on Bataan
and on Corregidor. Shortly after the
fall of Corregidor he was officially declared "missing in action." A year
later the War Department notified
Dr. and Mrs. Wood that he was dead;
but it was not until 1945 that the
parents learned that their son had
died of dysentery in a Japanese prison camp on July 31, 1942.
Soon after Mr. Wood had been
listed as missing, his effects had been
sent to his parents. In a foot locker
Dr. and Mrs. Wood found the 1,599
typewritten pages of their son's novel.
Eventually this manuscript, which
the author had dedicated "To Those
I Knew Here," reached the offices of
the Crowell Publishing Company in
New York. Here it was carefully edited. The author's words and ideas
were not altered, but the manuscript
was cut by approximately 15o,ooo
words and was re-arranged for the
sake of better continuity. In spite of
this the book is still too long and
too loosely integrated.
Morrison Wood was only twentyeight years old when he died. The
Devil Is a Lonely Man has many excellent qualities, but it clearly reflects
the author's youth and immaturity.
Mr. Wood fashioned a vast and unwieldy canvas on which he set a bold
and brilliant panorama of eighty
years · of American life. The gigantic,:
figure of Anthony Wayne overshadows the lesser characters who people
the harshly discordant world pictured
by their highly imaginative creator.
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The plot, too, is conceived on an
extravagant scale) and there is more
than enough action for a half-dozen
novels. It is as though this talented
young writer had tried to put on
paper the entire complex pattern of
man's hopes and dreams, disappointments and frustrations. This lack of
restraint carries over into the dialogue and into the narrative, which
are often regrettably naked and
brutal.
One can only speculate on what
Mr. W'ood might have achieved if
the fortunes of war had not put an
untimely end to a promising career.

A Mystery Lover's Garland
STRANGE AND FANTASTIC
STORIES, Fifty Tales of Terror,
Horror and Fantasy. Edited by Joseph A. Margolies, with an in~ro
duction by Christopher Morley.
vVhittlesey House: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York and London.
1946. 762 pages. $3.75.
s WE write this review, the dramaradio section of a newspaper on
the desk before us reveals pictures
of a one act fantasy for television
(The Last War, portraying the world
as inhabited only by animals after
an atomic war). Well, ere long a
number of the stories in editor Margolies' anthology will be available
via television, we predict, because
they are good enough! Till then, this
well printed collection will be for literary-minded readers the answer to a
natural appetite for things unusual,
particularly when encountered vicariously even though the fiction be
stranger than truth.

A
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We find that the terror note in
these fifty stories is not so important
nor so effective as is the fantasy element. We had expected something
like the twenty specimens of horror
for the connoisseur to be found in
August Derleth's recent compilation
descriptively designated Sleep No
More. Instead, we were gratified to
discover a consistently high degree of
literary achievement that borders on
folklore at times. Less familiar yarns
by Ambrose Bierce, Stephen Vincent
Benet, E. M. Forster, Max Beerbohm,
Charles Dickens, Henry James, D. H.
Lawrence, Rudyard Kipling, Herman Melville, James Stephens, Hugh
vValpole, and Edith Wharton-to select only a dozen out of the two and
one-half score-vie in this book with
such sensation classics as Edgar Allan
Poe's Ligeia, Fitz-James O'Brien's The
Diamond Lens, Sir Walter 1 Scott's
Wandering Willie's Tale, Alexander
Woollcott's The Vanishing Lady,
Nathaniel Hawthorne's Wakefield,
and W. Somerset Maugham's Lord
Mountdmgo-to name but half a
dozen.
These tales, then, afford substantial fare for relaxation from stern
reality. Most were originally written
in English; a few are translations.
Their world-girdling range and their
suspense-laden appeal rival in excitement the great detective stories. The
briefest (Lord Halifax's President
Lincoln's Dream) awakens as much
thought as the lengthiest, namely J.
Sheridan Le Fanu's Carmilla in 16
chapters. Morley's nickle-plated introduction can be skipped to advantage, but the discriminating reader of
mysteries will not wish to miss any

of the stories themselves as selected
by the head buyer for a large metropolitan bookstore.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Belligerent and Acrimonious
ROSES AND BUCKSHOT. By James
Montgomery Flagg. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York. 1946. 224 pages.
$3·75·
James Montgomery Flagg says:
Doing an autobiography is something
like undressing in your bedroom window. Can you bring yourself to the
point of imagining such a disgracefully
silly performance? What can you look
forward to? More than likely a dreadful
exhibitionist who, sensing a possible audience across the street, will have sucked
in his stomach and thrown out his chest
as he does his strip tease for the neighbors' benefit.
I do not say this by way of apology. I
am prompted more by my desire to try
to explain to you this act, both shameful and shameless, of an egotist.

Rases and Buckshot, "the ' final
shameful and shameless act of an
egotist," is short on roses and long
on buckshot. Mr. Flagg showers bouquets on only a chosen few; the other
characters who appear in this volume
of memoirs are the unhappy targets
for volleys of vulgar and malicious
wit. The famous commercial artist is
bent on speaking his mind. Let the
chips fall where they may! During
his long career as artist and illustrator Mr. Flagg has known many famous men and women. In Roses and
Buckshot he deals with friend and
foe without restraint or discretion.
Having at the outset declared himself an egotist, the author consistent-
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ly remains in character. He is vehement in his opinions, and he proclaims these opinions in loud and
strident tones. In spite of this unfortunate insistence on Flagg first, last,
and always, much of the color and
the significance of American life during the past seventy-five years has
crept into Roses and Buckshot to
add zest and flavor to Mr. Flagg's
belligerent and acrimonious volume.
The book is profusely illustrated with
photographs and with Flagg drawings.

Something Lacking
THROUGH THE STORM. By Philip Gibbs. Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, N. Y.
1946. 369 pages. $2 .75.

forty-third book by Philip
Gibbs is a war novel with much
T
more meaning than most such recent
HIS

publications. In it one sees the effect
of catastrophe on the human soul,
on the spirit of three members of a
wealthy New England family.
Each of the younger generation of
the Hambledons finds himself tangled in the skein of World War II.
While Penny, the only girl in the
family, has a large part in the book,
it is her brothers who give stature to
the story. Edward, an art student in
Paris at the German invasion of
France, changes from a sensitive
youth with little purpose in life to
a tragic leader of the French Underground. By dedicating his life to
others he appeared almost "disembodied spirit," "a man ... who had
become fine and strong and wise by
suffering and the agony of the soul."
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His brother, Tiny, seems also,
through the war, to find meaning
for life. A pacifist at the opening of
the story, he resigns himself to his
task when America enters the conflict
and becomes a tank officer. Unable
to hate as the military would condition him to hate, he accepts his role
as a necessary evil, with always the
premonition that he will be killed.
Like Edward, Tiny seems to find the
answer to existence-to find ". . .
something which would reconcile all
this horror with Divine and Eternal
Purpose . . . something which would
explain the mystery of life and human endeavour, and agony, and evil."
Through the Storm sets out to
explore a cosmic theme, but the
strength and the depth and the fibre
for such an undertaking are sadly
lacking. The novel is at its best as it
analyzes the spirit of fallen France,
and one might wish that Gibbs had
concentrated all his efforts on that
problem. But as he did not, this still
is not the novel of the war-the novel
which now may not be written.

First Novel
THE SOUND OF YEARS. By Merriam Modell. Simon & Schuster,
New York. 1946. 309 pages. $2.75.
AN

a woman bear a child, give it

C away, and completely forget that

she ever had it? Ellen Cole tried to
convince her husband that she did
not remember having an illegitimate
daughter until a letter arrived seventeen years later asking her to do
something about it. Until Brigitte's
intrusion, the Coles had had few
problems in their twelve years of
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marriage together. Brigitte was a
strange but likable girl whose presence bothered Ellen much more than
it did her husband. The story of the
circumstances which caused Brigitte
to be engendered and the subsequent
events which led to portended tragedy is written from Ellen's point of
view, though in third person. The
technique is similar to W. Somerset
Maugham's in The Razor's Edge.
The author seems to show how difficult the distinction is betw·e en doing wrong and not doing right and
how subtle may be the causes of disaster.
Meniam Modell has had stories
published in The New Yorker and
other magazines, but The Sound of
Years is her first novel. It is published under the imprint of The Venture Press by Simon and Schuster.
Venture Press books are first books
which the publishers believe have unusual literary quality.

Apologia
SOVIET PHILOSOPHY. By John
Somerville. Philosophical Library,
New York. 1946. 269 pages. $3-75·
R. SoMERVILLE is in a position to

write authoritatively on the subD
ject he has chosen, for he has learned
Russian and has spent almost two
years (1935-37) in the Soviet Union
on fellowships granted him by Columbia University. He divides his
book into two parts: the first dealing
with the "Social Outlook," and the
second with the "World View," of
Soviet thought. The first part explains the theory of historical materialism and its application in the

fields of political life, ethics, and the
arts, while the second part presents
the general theory of dialectical materialism, shows how the dialectical
method of thinking works out, discusses two philosophical controversies in Russia, tells of the place of
philosophy in Russian life, and offers
a bibliography of Soviet works.
The book is, on the whole, a clear
exposition of fundamental Soviet
teaching and practice, though it is
hardly, as the author seems to think,
"the first book attempting to cover
the subject." Somerville, from the
outset, puts himself on the defensive.
On the very first page he voices the
expectation that he will be accused of
partisanship. He pleads, by way of defense, that a book of this kind must
be written "with a certain amount of
'sympathy.' " He is unquestionably
right if "sympathy" is taken in the
sense of "an ability to enter into the
thought and feelings of · another.''
Only in this way can a philosophy be
fairly presented. But Somerville's
"sympathy" seems to go beyond that
meaning: he appears to share, at least
in part, the philosophy which he explains and therefore to speak not
only about it but for it.
Thus he tones down, sometimes
rather inadequately, the brutalities of
the Soviet regime. He writes, for instance, "In all fairness it cannot be
too strongly emphasized that the predominant method of dealing with
philosophers or teachers of philosophy who are considered to be on the
wrong track in their work is not to
arrest, imprison or execute them.''
Again, "Neither is there any evidence
that, as a general rule, the govern-
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ment imposes [its method] artificially
or brutally from above." [Italics ours]
On various other points he tempers
the wind to the shorn Soviet lambs
more smoothly. Soviet citizens, according to him, do not want freedom or
individuality in the usual sense. (Carlyle would say, '.'Egad, they better
hadn't!") Somerville wrestles manfully, but unsuccessfully, to cover up
the inadequacies of the Hegelian law
of the paradox which plays so vital a
role in materialist dialectics. He
sneers, in his own name, at "the familiar brood of the modern philosophic tradition under capitalism"
when he finds it necessary to raise uncomfortable questions.
To sum up: for those who are already acquainted in the main with
Soviet thought and practice and who
can accordingly read with discrimination, the book will be both useful
and valuable; for beginners in the
field it does not commend itself became it is not entirely objective and
impartial.

Popular Mathematics
THE MAGIC OF NUMBERS. By
Eric Temple Bell. McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York. 1946.
418 pages. $3.50.
has long occupied a
unique place among the means
M
which are at man's disposal in his
ATHEMATICS

search for knowledge. For one thing,
there is a strange cogency and infallibility about its conclusions. On
the other hand, the mathematical
thinker may for a considerable space
of time seem to be out of all touch
with reality as he constructs an ab-
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stract chain of deductions from purely
rational principles-and yet suddenly
the results at which he has arrived
will be found to be in perfect agreement with the most careful observations of reality. How is this to be accounted for? Is it that the principles
according to which man reasons are
identical with the principles according to which reality is constructed? In
that case he should be able to understand reality by reasoning alone, without any need of having recourse to
observation. Or is it that, when man
finds his reasonings borne out by reality, he has not really reached reality
bu't has merely received back from it
what he put into it-has had his own
thought reflected by reality, has read
out of reality the workings of his own
mind? Then observation must speak
the final word (provided, again, that
observation is not just our way of
perceiving things) . As one decides
one way or the other, one commits
oneself to a rationalistic or an empirical, scientific approach.
Anyone who tries to penetrate to
the foundations of knowledge must
face this baffling issue. Dr. Bell, professor of Mathematics at the California Institute of Technology, devotes
The Magic of Numbers to a discussion of the problem. The book centers around the colorful figure of
Pythagoras, who lived about 500 B.c.
He stood, in a sense, at the parting
of the roads and could have led
Greek thought toward rationalism or
empiricism. He chose to do the 1former when he taught that "everything
is number." Bell, who is quite at
home in the history of philosophy,
follows the development of thought
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on the matter under discussion from
the earliest times down to the present. Though the central theme is the
nature and meaning of mathematics,
only a knowledge of simple arithmetic is required of the reader.
Bell has evidently been moved to
write the book because of the position
taken by Eddington, Jeans, and others-a position which he regards as
being in effect a return to Pythagoras
and a denial of the modern scientific
attitude. At the outset Bell intended
to give a dispassionate presentation
of the points at issue. "It is not nee-

essary," he wrote, "to take sides in
this age-old controversy." But as he
warmed up to his task his own convictions came to the fore. His position
is that which Einstein expresses in
the words, "So far as the theorems of
mathematics are about reality they
are not certain; so far as they are
certain they are not about reality."
The former are those of applied, the
latter those of pure, mathematics.
The Magic of Numbers is anything
but dry. It is scholarly as well as readable, and popular in the good sense
of the term.
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
-------------------------------~··-----------------------------lent index with cross-references. You
Can Cook If You Can Read actually
proves that you can cook if you can
read.

YOU CAN COOK
IF YOU CAN READ
By Muriel and Cortland Fitzsimmons. The Viking Press, New York.
1946. 364 pages. $2.50.

70,000 TO 1

we have a cook book which
is much more than just another
collection of recipes. This is a complete course in cooking. It is intended primarily for the beginner
who does not know a crouton from a
compote or a Dutch oven from a
pastry set: The book contains eightyeight definitions of cooking terms
and a list of can sizes, measurements,
and equivalents. The chapter on
"The Tools of Your Trade" provides
invaluable aid to the novice and to
the experienced cook; other chapters
discuss in detail easy cooking tricks,
types of stoves, and kinds of fuel in
addition to the planning, timing, organization, and knowledge required
to "have a meal all ready on time."
Facts and materials are presented in
a progressive and easily understood
form. The authors have thoughtfully
included a chapter containing postgraduate recipes as well as an excel-

H
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The Story of Lieutenant Gordon
Manuel. By Quentin Reynolds.
Random House, New York. 1946.
217 pages. $2.50.

C' HOT down on his sixty-first bomb-

0

ing mission over Rabaul, Gordon
Manuel is washed up on a coral
beach with two game legs. One is
broken, the other pitted with shrapnel.
With the help of a band of natives
and his Maine woods boyhood, Manuel lives for nine months on the island teeming with Japanese soldiers.
Conversation between Manuel and
his native cronies limps along in pidgin English, which the author fortunately uses sparingly.
Simply written, 7o,ooo to I is
smooth reading. The book, however,
is too much like a hundred other
war hero stories for a post-war public to warm up to.
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CROSS ON THE MOON
l3y John Hewlett. Whittlesey
House, New York. 1946. 316 pages.
$2.75·
OHN H EWLETT has quite obviously
intended that Cross on the Moon
have a certain social significance. His
story of life in Leafy Grove, Ga.,
systematically attacks problems, prevalent everywhere, but particularly
identified with the Deep South.
He finds many axes to grind there
-the religious bigotry and hypocrisy
of representative church groups and
their leaders, the excesses of Methodistic revivalism, the ever present
tension between white and black,
climaxed by the gore of lynching, the
Jew misunderstood and Yankees as
minorities are taken up one by one.
In fact, everything seems to happen
in Leafy Grove that ever happens in
the South. There is even room for a
few chapters of "What would Jesus
do in Leafy Grove and how would
its native saints and sinners receive
Him," a la Sheldon's In His Steps.
The denoument of the latter runs
true to accepted literary form in that
the "saints" reject Him as everyone
expected, while the local defendee of
the agnostics and free thinkers and
the town drunk find Him just to
their taste-in the author's opinion.
Mr. Hewlett has taken a far bigger
bite than he can chew. He shows no
attempt at really understanding many
characters which receive the sharpest
thrusts of his sarcasm and derision.
Except for the most elemental aspects of the problems he exposes, his
approach to their solution is confused and adolescent. Nor did we ap-

J

preciate the blatant blasphemy which
mars many pages of his story. No,
dear reader, Cross on the Moon is
not good literature or even good
story telling.

GOLDEN EARRINGS
By Yolanda Foldes. William Morrow & Company, New York. 1946.
239 pages. $2.50.

lf N ORDER to escape into France from
Jl middle Europe, a British colonel
takes up with Lydia, a lusty gipsy.
The fiftyish colonel's exploits as a
gipsy-complete to the golden earrings-reads like an old operetta
script.
Even an attack of lumbago brought
on by the wide open spaces doesn't
lessen the colonel's attractions for
the womenfolk of the caravan. Golden Earrings is a sad waste of paper
and binding.

TCHAIKOVSKY
By Antoni Gronowicz. Translated
from the Polish by Joseph Vetter.
Drawings by George A vi son.
Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York.
1946. 192 pages. $2.50.
o THOSE looking for a well-writbiography of Piotr Ilyich
Tchaikovsky, whose music continues
to give great pleasure to millions,
Antoni Gronowicz' book will be a
welcome find. It is a brief life-history
of the composer. Everything the author chooses to narrate is expressed
compactly and in a fluent and facile
style. If one is on the search for a
volume containing a detailed study
of the career and the works of the
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famous Russian, Gronowicz' book
will serve merely as a prelude. One
may liken it to an overture in which
only the broad outlines of the subject matter of an opera are heard;
but it is a well-constructed overture
-an overture exemplifying uncommon skill. For the real opera of
Tchaikovsky's life, its tragedy and its
comedy, one must go to authors who
have dealt with the engrossing subject rimch more extensively than
Gronowicz. George Avison's drawings
are particularly fine.

THE SECOND FORTY YEARS
By Edward J. Stieglitz, M.S., M.D.,
F.A.C.P. Foreword by Anton J.
Carlson, A.M., Ph.D., LL.D., M.D.,
Sc.D. Illustrations by Ann Stieglitz. J. B. Lippincott Company,
Philadelphia and New York. 1946.
317 pages. $2.95.
ago a man with a quick
Y imagination
and a clever pen atEARS

tracted much attention and, one supposes, made a great deal of money
by trying to prove that life begins
at forty. Some took him at his word
and-so the story goes-lived happily
ever after; others were skeptical and
turned up their noses at what the
man had to say. Edward J. Stieglitz'
volume is radically different in quality and in content from Life Begins
at Forty. It is the work of a capable
scientist. Without ever trying to b e
sensational or clever Dr. Stieglitz
speaks soberly and on the basis of
extensive knowledge about what age
actually is, the biology of senescence,
what senescence means to human beings, the hazards of senescence life
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with a handicapped heart, high blood
pressure, nutrition in later years, sex
and age, cancer, the mental outlook,
wise investment of leisure, the sociological problems that result from an
aging population, and constructive
medicine. The Second Forty Years
deserves a wide circulation among
those who are approaching or have
passed their fortieth birthday.

YEAR ONE
By Elizabeth Delehanty. E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., New York.
1946. 215 pages. $2.50.
to a series of murders committed in the sterilized wards
of a veterans' hospital is held by
Andy, mute since wounded in combat.
The hospital staff, jumpy over the
unsolved murders, nearly breaks up
when a feud develops between two
doctors over Andy's treatments.
Year One has a touch of everything that makes a book sell: a murderer on the loose, a smattering of
popular psychology, and a love affair.
Andy, of course, recovers his voice
in time to trap the murderer and
propose to his pretty nurse.

K
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THE UNFORESEEN
By Dorothy McCardle. Doubleday
and Company, Inc., Garden City,
New York. 1946. 278 pages.
hill country and elfish leprechauns rescue The Unforeseen
from being just another of the psychological novels so fashionable at
the lending libraries today. Virgilia
V\Tilde's peaceful life a a bird essa i~t
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is disturbed by her glimpses into the
future.
As long as the visions deal with
trivialities, Virgilia is content to discard them as the "second sight" that
her old servant advises her they are.
Virgilia is terrified, however, when
her artist-daughter, Nan, looms up
in a vision as the victim of a strangling scene.
Nan is saved and The Unforeseen
concludes in 14 carat Pollyanna style.
Although the author professes the
book to be a doctored-up case history
of a friend with prevision, it remains
unconvincing.

Red A1 orning is a first novel of unusual promise and exceptional merit.
Mrs. Frey has re-created the perilous
frontier life of the early eighteenth
century in a fresh and colorful manner. Many historical personages-Indian, French, English, and American
-come to life against the dark background of the French and Indian
Wars.

IF YOU ASK ME
By Eleanor Roosevelt. D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., New
York. 1946. 156 pages. $2.50.
F

RED MORNING
By Ruby Frazier Frey. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. 1946. 380
pages. $3.00.
UBY FRAZIER FREY was nine years
old when a distant cousin told
her the exciting story of Jane Frazier,
the great-grandmother who, many
years ago, was captured and held
prisoner by the Indians. Mrs. Frey
says:

R

The tale became my hobby, and from
that moment I was determined to find
out more about Jane Frazier.
Another cousin of my mother's happened to be my history teacher when I
was about thirteen. I quizzed him a
great deal , and in my outside work on
the colonial period I came across the
name of John Frazier. Then I began to
connect the two names.
When I was about eighteen I worked
on a short story of the incident, but put
it aside until later, when I began a research into the lives of both John and
Jane Frazier. From this resea.rch came
RtJd Morning.

You AsK ME is a collection of

of the former first lady.
IMrs.opinions
Roosevelt answers questions

asked by movie stars, radio commentators, and just curious housewives.
Her views on constitutional provisions, fur coats, racial equality, and
Santa Claus are all jumbled together.
But even though the book lacks any
sort of organization, it is fascinating
reading.
Mrs. Roosevelt's answers and evasions are superb lessons in tact and
may some day rank as a companion
volume to Lord Chesterfield's letters
to his son.

UNUSUAL WORDS AND HOW
THEY Ci\ME ABOUT
By Edwin Radford. Philosophical
Library, New York. 1946. 318 pages.
$3-75·
LARGE amount of painstaking
research has gone into the mak·
ing of Edwin Radford's valuable
book on unusual expressions and
thejr meaning. Almost every day

A
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one hears or reads words, phrases,
or quotations that arouse curiosity.
"What does it actually mean?'' one
asks. "How did it come about? Who
said it first?" Mr. Radford's volume
will answer many a question of that
nature; it will do away with much
laborious searching and groping. If
you have been wondering about such
expressions as "all beer and skittles,"
"doldrums," "fiddler's money,"
"gooseberry," "jackanapes," "let the
cat out of the bag," "Merry Andrew,"
"out of sorts," "the English Pope,"
"scrimmage," "Union Jack," "to keep
watch and ward," "yokel," "zoom,"
and hundreds of others, go to Mr.
Radford's book. It will be fascinating
as well as profitable to dip into the
volume at any time.

THE ADVENTURES OF
WESLEY JACKSON
By William Saroyan. Harcourt,
Brace and Company, New York.
1946. 285 pages. $·2.75.
curious-and oftentimes bornohsensical-mixture of
whimsy, fantasy, satire, and sentimentalism will do little to strengthen
the author's position in the contemporary world of letters. No thoughtful person will quarrel about William Saroyan's bitter exposition of
the horror and the futility of war.
Nor does anyone doubt that many,
many mistakes-recorded and unrecorded, tragic and ludicrous-were
made in the organization, training,
and combat utilization of the gigantic
military machine assembled by the
United States Government in World
War IL One may, however, JustifiHIS

T ing and
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ably take exception to ex-G.I. Saroyan's prejudiced and vindictive tirade
against the officers of the army in
which he served, especially since this
tirade is in sharp contrast to his compassionate and roseate pictures of the
gentle Japanese and the kindly Germans.
The characterizations in The Adventures of Wesley jackson are typi·
cally Saroyan. The character known
simply as "the writer" unquestionably is a frank and revealing self·
portrait. Now and again there are
flashes of engaging drollery, caustic
wit, and something which at least
approaches realism.

TOWARD A UNITED CHURCH
Three Decades
Christianity. By
Brown. Charles
New York. 1946.

of Ecumenical
William Adams
Scribner's Sons,
256 pages. $2.50.

since the organization of the
Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in December, 1908, much
of American Protestantism has been
active in the "ecumenical movement." Prominent in that movement
till his death in December, 1943,
Prof. Brown left the manuscript of
this book as his last will and testament.
Toward a United Church is a wellwritten history of the ecumenical
movement. It reviews, briefly but accurately, the several conferences on
"faith and order" and on "life and
work." These conferences culminated
in the establishment of the World
Council of Churches.
Chapter IX and X express Prof.
Brown's ho?e for the fut\lre o£ th.~
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ecumenical movement. The careful
reader is struck by the manner in
which theological and doctrinal problems are put out of the way to make
room for social and ethical ones.
The Church of Christ lives by the
confession of her faith; this book
has less to say about that than one
would expect or desire.

THE BRETONS OF ELM STREET
By H:enrietta Ripperger. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. 1946. 218
pages. $2.50.
NOVEL

about an American fam-

ily which is acceptable reading
A
for any member of any family is
The Bretons of Elm Street, Henrietta

Ripperger's sequel to I 12 Elm Street.
Although the book is not of epic
dimensions and plot is non-existent,
it possesses one asset which will recommend it to the reader who is tired
of "amber" colored stories-cleanliness. Not ' a profane word nor unseemly situation mars its pages. Its
characters try to be good, but they
are not perfect. From time to time
they become angry, selfish, thoughtless, sad, and discouraged; but usually
they are an optimistic, happy, loving
family. However, most of the events
are plausible. The incidents of the
story cover the last year of World
War II.
The novel was based on a series in
Redbook ti~led "U. S. Today."

I

Verse
Perspectives
If you look downward, you may only see
Rubble and soil, sticks, stones, insects, dead grass.
There is but scanty beauty in such view,
And little to delight you as you pass.

1.

Or look ahead, the vista is more fair,
But still the world shows rents that spoil her clothes,
Leaving to view of all each seam and tear
U nmended, as shiftless sluggard, all exposed.
But looking up, the landscape as a whole
Takes on a fairer face, and with surprise
You may discover that some sordid scene
Melts into beauty, to your upturned eyes.
So in this life, when we look down, we see
Sadness and gloom, nothing is ever right;
And all seems worthless, without cause or point;
The world is all in shadow, without light.
Or looking far ahead, we may but fear
To face the future, for so much may come
To smash our hopes, and take our labor's fruits,
And all we do seems routine, and humdrum.
But, looking upward, we behold God's plan,
And see His cause and purpose in our ways.
So we walk on, seeing the fuller view
And complete picture, as He's planned our days.
-EDITH M. MARSH
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Walls
Walls are such baffling thingsThey can enclose a room, lecture hall,
A house, a school, a lovely church,
But not my heart, my yearning soul.
Beyond them I can dream of endless ways
On which my tired feet find wings
To take the upward and the brighter way.
Sometimes in stillness they are very strong,
But once a pleasing voice begins to speak,
The strength of walls becomes a cloudy mist,
And through their fading texture comes
A host of visions men long lost,
The loveliness of women who are history's dead,
The battered warriors, home from wars.
Long lost because no man has ever beaten God,
Or even lesser things, like children singing
In a Christmas night and giving endless glory
To a love which made the hosts of heaven sing.
Sometimes they roll away to show us what we are.
With sudden brightness we can see
Our faults grow into deeds that wound,
Our words become the stinging lash
That strikes bright tears from loving eyes,
Our faint forgetfulness becomes a mig)J.ty power
To make men fear our honesty and love,
Our lack of prayer returns in haunting scenes
Of misery grown mountain high across
'
The world because we would not ask
That God should help and make our weakness strong.
God give us evermore such hearts and souls
As shall make walls of no effect
To close out sight and sound of misery,
Caused or uncaused by my own lovelessness,
And make me worthier day by day
To see the sights beyond the walls of life
And enter in, by graces new,
Into the rare and widening space
Where air is clear and eyes unheld
And we can see, as Thou dost see,
What is beyond, and help because we see.

January, 1947
Refugee
So many miles to journey through,
Both miles by land and sealThe wind that flays the starboard stays
Flings spindrift to the lee,
The sea-gulls roam o'er flecking foam
And the ocean summons mel
What of the New World far away.
If all these miles I brave,
What does it hold, will it unfold
Work and the wealth I crave?
The sea-gulls roam o'er flecking foam
And the ocean summons mel
Hidden deep in the distance dark
Fortune mine advent waits;
Thus on I go with weal and woe,
The twain my life's twin-mates.
The sea-gulls whirl abaft the swirl
And the ocean summons mel
Farewell I wave to native land
Across the harbour Sound;
With tear-dimmed eye I bid goodbyeAlone, and westward bound.
The sea-gulls take flight o'er the wake
And the ocean summons mel
JOHN L. ASTLEY-COCK
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Motion Picture
THE CRESSET evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces
N RECENT weeks motion-picture
theaters from Broadway to
Hicks Corners have broken out
in a rash of film revivals. Here
are a few of the re-issues being
shown: Rage in Heaven, Sun Valley Serenade, Captains Courageous, The W esterner, The Great
lil'altz) and The Plainsman. Bosley Crowther, able film editor of
the New York Times) deplores
the type of films chosen for re-issue. He says:

I

The films which the celluloid salesmen are now snatching out of their
vaults to latch onto more of the
money that is floating freely about
are not the classic social dramas which
would still have much pertinence to
our times, but the most remote and
abstract stuff that could be selected,
it seems.

Mr. Crowther believes that motion-picture producers have been
remiss in their failure to make
new, "outstanding films on matters of genuine moment." He declares:
68

Here we are at a period of our national-and international- life when
problems of human relationship have
a great and dramatic urgency, and
there isn't a Hollywood picture showing on a contemporary social theme.
... We haven't had a single dramatic
film about an aspect of life that is
more or less common to all of us in
this most critical and momentous
year. . . . And so we must reach the
conclusion that Hollywood and the
film industry have decided, within
their great wisdom, that this is 'n o
time for saying things. This is no
time for giving people, through a medium which millions patronize, such
glimpses of common behavior as
might make us all feel more akin;
such insight on human frailty as
might make us more knowing and
alert; such prospects of man's exalted
spirit as might quicken and refresh
our souls. This is a time (they seem
to argue) to soothe us with soft and
playful airs, to tickle our nerves with
mere ~ensations, to take us away
from it all.

Mr. Crowther's summing-up of
Hollywood trends and standards
is eminently fair. Think back
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over the films you saw in 1946.
You saw a seemingly endless parade of trivial boy-meets-girl and
Cinderella pictures. Melodrama,
mystery, and murder yarns were
a dime a dozen. Musical extravaganzas were lavish and completely stereotyped. Eminent psychologists condemned the cycle of
pseudo-psychological dramas as
harmful and undesirable. By and
large, the moral tone was distressingly low, and the emphasis was
predominantly on sex and sensationalism. Outstanding films of
genuine artistic merit could be
counted on the fingers of your
two hands.
Financially 1946 was a banner
year for the motion-picture industry. The price of admissions
soared, and attendance reached
an all-time high. This does not
necessarily mean that the cash
customers were completely satisfied with what they saw and
heard; it probably means only
that the movie-going habit is
hard to break once it has been
established.
The murder and mystery thrillers continue to roll off the Hollywood assembly lines. These films
are bad enough when they are
confined to adult characters and
adult actors; but when, as in the
case of Home Sweet Homicide
(2oth Century-Fox, Lloyd Bacon) , children are made the principals in a sordid mystery yarn,

I
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one might reasonably ask why
and how this particular film
passed a~ y censorship board. It
seems incredible that this stupid
play was designed for an adult
audience; for, judged by any artistic standards, it belongs in a
dark corner of the second basement. And surely it is completely
devoid of any entertainment value for children.
To get on with the crime pictures. The Killers (Universal,
Robert Siodmak) is based on
Ernest Hemingway's classic short
story from the gangster era. The
opening sequences follow closely
Mr. Hemingway's sinister tale of
the two gunmen who are sent to
kill a man who had been marked
for death. The murder of their
victim marks the end of Mr. Hemingway's story as well as the dramatic peak of the film. From this
point on:ward the action is an
elaboration on Hemingway. A
series of flash backs traces the
events which lead to the grisly
scene in the small-town lunch
room. Fine acting and Mr. Siodmak's masterful direction combine to make this one of the best
of the current melodramas.
The Big Sleep (Warners, Howard Hawks) lacks even these redeeming features. Adapted from
Raymond Chandler's popular
novel, this is a confused and turgid film. It is full of violence,
vicious and depraved characters,
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and ugly implications of degeneracy and debauchery.
After an absence of several
years-spent in the service of U ncle Sam-Henry Fonda and Victor
Mature return to the screen in
My Darling Clementine (2oth
Century-Fox, John F()lfd). It
would be stretching a point a
good long way to say that this excellent western presents an accurate historical account of Arizona in the 188o's. It does, however, successfully capture the spirit, the suspense, and the zest of
frontier life in the famous mining town of Tombstone, Arizona.
John Ford's direction, as always,
is sharp, intelligent, and sure.
Henry Fonda gives a convincing
performance, and Victor Ma~ure
is surprisingly good in a straight
dramatic role. And to think that
all these years I have been so sure
that he couldn't act for peanuts!
It just goes to show you!
Crack-Up (RKO-Radio) provides an insubstantial vehicle for
Pat O'Brien, Herbert Marshall,
and Claire Trevor. All the elements usually associated with a
movie thriller are here; but the
only thrill this spectator had was
one of relief when the welcome
words "The End" came into view.
I cannot think of a better way
to sum up my reaction to She
J1lrote the Book (Universal,
Charles Lamont) and Faithful in

My Fashion (M-G-M, Sidney Salkow).
Three Little Girls in Blue
(2oth Century-Fox, Bruce Humberstone), Down Missouri Way
(PRC Pictures, Josef Berne), and
If I'm Lucky (2oth Century-Fox,
Lewis Seiler) are moderately interesting run-of-the-mill musical
productions. Down. Missouri Way
has one new feature-a clever
mule named Shirley.
Cloak and Dagger (Warners,
Fritz Lang) ostensibly reveals
more of the hush-hush doings of
the wartime Office of Strategic
Services. It is, alas, just another
regulation snoop-and-spy melodrama.
Monsieur Beaucaire (Paramount, George Marshall) allegedly is a screen adaptation of the
late Booth Tarkington's onetime
widely read novel of the same
name. Actually it bears only a
superficial resemblance to Mr.
Tarkington's romantic story.
Monsieur Beaucaire has been tailored to Bob Hope's measurements, and the popular screen
and radio star clowns his way
through the picture in a manner
which can only be described as
"Bob Hopeish." Not long ago a
teacher of English in one of our
high schools told me that screen
adaptations of books which are
required reading for high-school
pupils have had startling and

_
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often hilarious consequences. Unsuspecting girls and boys see the
motion-picture version of a book
and trustingly hand in book reports based entirely on the pictures. I can just see some harassed

teacher's eyes bug out when he or
she reads a report fo.u nded on
Hollywood's way of presenting
Af onsieur Beaucaire. Tarkington
was never like that! Nor, for that
matter, was the court of Louis XVI
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